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Executive Summary
This report describes a survey of Members, Friends, and Staff of the Unitarian Universalist Church of Las
Cruces, New Mexico (UUCLC), designed to capture opinions about church spaces and how they impact the
congregation and the mission of the church. The survey contains a combination of quantifiable and essay
questions; together, they express the views of survey respondents on what works, what doesn’t work, and how
spaces might be improved. Those views are summarized here.
Buildings and grounds can be improved – Respondents want better audio visual (A/V) and Internet (WiFi) capability in all buildings; better heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC); and more secure storage
that is designated for specific purposes. They want better signage to entice people to visit the church and help
them find their way around the property.
The church needs more parking and better lighting to, from, and in parking areas. Grading needs
improvement throughout the grounds to remove slopes that are difficult for people to negotiate and buildings
need to be more accessible for everyone, regardless of their physical capabilities. Respondents want shade,
seating, beauty, meditativeness, and utility from the nearly four acres that comprise UUCLC’s property. They
want the entire property to tell the community who we are and why we’re here.
Respondents want storage closets for specialized purposes, such as, telephone and network equipment,
garden tools, banners and flags, church archives, auction and sale intake and storage, infrequently used
equipment such as our commercial oven and mixer, and hazardous materials.
The Sanctuary should be larger -- In July 2015, church records show 215 active members and friends.
Every Sunday, between 145 and 150 adults and children come onto the campus for worship services and
activities. Respondents want one service where we can be in community with the entire congregation. In
addition, they want a sound booth in the back of the Sanctuary to accommodate better audio/visual equipment
and end the disruption caused by having the A/V controls in the front of the church. The minister, music director
and choir members (as well as the congregation) want more and better designed performance space at the front
of the church, without the hazard of a raised platform for the podium and plenty of room for musicians.
Respondents want more room, quiet ceiling fans and a much quieter Sanctuary that is not disturbed by
ambient outdoor sounds and noises in the Lobby. While the Zia, stained glass, new paint and TV monitors were
applauded, they don’t go far enough in creating a comfortable, welcoming, and worshipful/meditative space.
New space should include natural elements that foster both worship and meditation, comfortable seating with
space to store hymnals, contribution envelopes, and personal items, and places to temporarily store things like
walkers, wheelchairs, and coats.
The Lobby should be larger -- Respondents attending services want a gathering place that is not a
cramped and noisy bottleneck. They would like a book store for Unitarian Universalist brochures, books, t-shirts,
etc. There are many spaces where this would work, but a gathering area seems like good space for this purpose.
Roundtable has outgrown its space – The Roundtable discussion group is a popular activity and could
be an even greater outreach program if it were given more and better-designed space. Those who attend
Roundtable want assisted listening capability and more comfortable seating that allows all attendees to see the
speaker and engage with one another.
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Religious Education space is inadequate for both children and adults – Respondents want to return the
Religious Education Building to the children and they want more and better equipped classrooms in a building
that is both functional and secure. The children, their parents, and their teachers want spaces to learn, play, and
worship/meditate, both indoors and outdoors. These spaces should be designed for children with child-height
water fountains, toilets, sinks, and counters. Respondents want a designated, quiet infant room and a lounge for
teens. Adults would like a lounge that is equipped with an A/V feed from the Sanctuary.
Space for adult fellowship – Respondents think adults need their own fellowship hall and a commercial
kitchen – a space large enough to hold most or all of the congregation for meals, classes, and large meetings.
The hall must have good performance space, excellent acoustics, and adequate storage for kitchen and dining
equipment, tables, chairs, and more.
Space for Meetings and Adult Enrichment classes is too limited – People who attend classes and
meetings want rooms designed for those purposes. The spaces should be numerous enough to avoid too many
space conflicts. Each space should have complete A/V and Wi-Fi capability and good lighting and HVAC. These
spaces should be sufficient to hold private meetings without interruption or the chance of being overheard.
Each room should be set up permanently with comfortable tables and chairs, and adequate storage and
electrical outlets.
The staff needs more space – The Director of Music and the Sexton need offices. The office manager
needs a private office and both staff and congregation want a separate reception area. The minister needs an
office with better private storage, a closet for robes and coats, a private powder room, and a separate entrance
that is easy for people to find. There should be additional office space for conducting financial and membershiprelated activities. All offices must be in close proximity to facilitate both communication and collegiality. Office
spaces must be easily accessible by everyone in the church; no tight doorways, ramps, or blocked paths to
offices. The copier needs its own space so that it is easily accessible by everyone without disturbing employees.
Lack of space is a barrier to enjoying and growing the church – Overall, there is a need for more space.
The lack of worship and fellowship space, an inadequate Kitchen, poor or non-existent landscaping, and
confusing and disconnected buildings are a barrier to both enjoyment and growth.
In summary, the respondents desire a more comfortable and welcoming aspect that reflects Unitarian
Universalist principles and fosters our mission both in the church and the greater community. They want our
buildings and grounds to be an asset to the community. Worship, fellowship, education, and business spaces
should be dedicated to those purposes and designed for function and aesthetics. Increased attention to worship,
meditation, and memorial spaces will be welcome. Our children are our future and we want them to have safe
and welcoming spaces where we can be with them and help them learn and grow into a new generation of
Unitarian Universalists.
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Introduction
This report describes a survey of Members, Friends, and Staff of the Unitarian Universalist Church of Las
Cruces, New Mexico (UUCLC), designed to capture opinions about church spaces and how they impact the
congregation and the mission of the church. The survey contains a combination of quantifiable and essay
questions; together, they express the views of survey respondents on what works, what doesn’t work, and how
spaces might be improved. Those views are summarized here.
The Master Site Plan (MSP) Work Group was assembled and approved by the Board of Trustees in April
2015 and its first meeting was held April 22. MSP Work Group members are: Susan Bagby, Tom Dormody, Haney
Pearson, Lyn Pearson, Marie Sauter, Rod Sauter, and Susan Wells. Lyn Pearson is the chair of the group.
Lyn and Haney Pearson were responsible for data transcription, analyses, and report preparation; it was
edited by Susan Bagby.

Methodology
We solicited survey responses from 230 members, friends, and staff; 84 responded for an overall
response rate of 37 percent. The survey was conducted in June and early July, a time of year when many people
are on vacation.

Survey Universe

Surveyed

Responded

Percent

Total questionnaires disseminated

230

84

37

Members and Friends

226

80

35

4

4

2

Employees (excludes off-site staff)

All of the received questionnaires were completed by adult Members, Friends, or Employees. Members
are persons who have signed the membership book in the presence of the minister and at least one other
witness, usually the chair of the Membership Committee. Friends are people who identify as Unitarian
Universalist (UU) and are in agreement with our guiding principles but who choose not to be members of the
church; they attend church functions and often make regular financial pledges to support the church’s mission.
The Work Group developed a Space Use questionnaire (Appendix A) and planned a strategy for eliciting
the greatest possible number of responses to the questionnaires, including: direct contact, heavy advertising in
both monthly and weekly church newsletters, pulpit and order of service announcements, personal interviews
when necessary, and a series of four congregational information sessions in the Sanctuary after the worship
service.
Questionnaires were handed out after several Sunday services, made available in the Lobby and
Religious Education Great Room, and emailed to as many people as possible. An Excel version of the
questionnaire included in the emailing could be completed online if the recipient had Excel on their computer.
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The closing date for accepting questionnaires was Tuesday, July 14, 2015, so that they could be
tabulated and analyzed in time to present a report to MNK Architects before the first congregational planning
session.
The Master Site Plan Work Group also placed a Community Board in the Religious Education Building
Great Room and offered it to the congregation and staff as an additional means of communicating their desires
regarding campus space. All responses were made anonymously and there was no deviation between comments
on the board and responses found in the survey questionnaire. A list of suggestions from the Community Board
appears in Appendix B.
Data that were quantifiable were tabulated on an Excel spreadsheet. Textual comments were
transcribed into Word tables. Questionnaires were identified by a letter code to maintain the confidentiality of
the survey respondents.
The questionnaire -- The congregational and staff space survey questionnaire contained four statements
designed to elicit responses about the person answering the questionnaire, why they come to the church
campus, what they think about a variety of church spaces, and what additional programs, activities, or projects
they dream of assuming we had the space in which to field them.
The third question, “Tell us your opinion of these spaces,” addressed nine separate church spaces. A
basic, quantifiable question for each space was, “Overall, how does the space work,” which included five
mutually exclusive responses: Very well, Moderately well, Not very well, Not at all, and No opinion. This
question was followed by three narrative sub-questions: What works, what doesn’t work, and how can the
space be improved?
Data Transcription -- In order to facilitate data analysis, all of the forms were transcribed; raw data are
included in this report. In some cases a respondent included comments to one question that really addressed
another question, or they responded to one subpart of the question with a response that belonged in another
subpart. When that occurred, the comments were moved so that responses remained consistent across all
survey forms. Occasionally, all or part of a response was intentionally duplicated because it answered multiple
questions.
Sometimes, a respondent failed to check one of the five responses to an initial question but then
provided detailed comments about what does or does not work and how the space could be improved. When
this happened, if at all possible, the response to the overall question was extrapolated from the written
comments. When the transcribers thought a person’s response might not be clear to MNK Architects, they
sometimes added words or phrases to clarify it; those words and phrases are denoted by square brackets [ ].
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Data Highlights
Some survey respondents did not respond to an overall question or its subparts. In some instances it
appeared to be oversight. For example, the front and inside questions were answered but the entire back of the
survey was empty. At other times, it appears that the person probably did not know enough about the space to
offer an opinion but since “No opinion” was an option, we did not assume that was what they meant by leaving
the question empty. Nonresponses are not included in summary counts and percentages.

Question 1. Tell us about yourself
Eighty members and friends and four staff responded to the questionnaire.

Question 2. Tell us what brings you to the church campus
2. Tell us what brings you to the church campus (check all that apply)
Campus activity
Total responses to question………………………..….
Worship
Roundtable
Religious Education
Adult Enrichment Classes
Meetings
Office work
Facilities work
Special events
Other

Number
84
80
66
14
48
59
11
20
56
29

Percent
100
95
79
17
57
70
13
24
67
35

This was the only “check all that apply” question. The percentage of people responding to the options is
based on the total number of people who responded to the survey.
All respondents answered this question: 80 people (95 percent of respondents) come onto the campus
for worship while 66 people (79 percent) attend Roundtable discussions, 59 people (70 percent) attend
meetings, 56 people (67 percent) attend special events, and 48 people (57 percent) go to Adult Enrichment. The
relatively high percentages of people attending meetings and Adult Enrichment classes is part of the reason
there is competition for class and meeting space and is more fully addressed in the Committees and Groups
Space Survey. These activities bring people to the campus less often: Religious education for children and youth
draws 14 people (17 percent), 11 people (13 percent) come for office work, 20 people (24 percent) for facilities
work, and 29 people (35 percent) come for other events and activities.
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Question 3. Overall opinions about church spaces
a. Worship Space
All respondents answered this question and 8 (10 percent) think the Lobby and Sanctuary work very well
while 52 (62 percent) think they work moderately well. Combined, 24 people (28 percent) responded that these
spaces either do not work very well or not at all. It is worth noting that the questionnaire did not ask
respondents to take into account future church growth.

There were 65 respondents who made suggestions about how to
improve worship space; 35 (54 percent) explicitly and categorically stated they
want a new or enlarged Sanctuary. This figure does not include people who want a
larger Lobby and/or Kitchenette, nor does it take into consideration comments
about providing more space for items like hymnals, chalice table and choir
paraphernalia, coat closets, or a sound booth, all of which imply the need for a
larger Sanctuary.
The survey definition of Worship Space included both the Sanctuary and Lobby. The Lobby contains a
small Kitchenette, which is addressed in some of the detailed comments found later in this report. Although
many people address the Lobby Kitchenette as a “Kitchen,” we need to distinguish between the meanings of
Kitchen v Kitchenette. Kitchen means a place where full meals can be prepared, and includes space for cold
storage, pots and pans, dishes and utensils, and other food preparation equipment. A Kitchenette generally is a
greatly scaled back Kitchen, providing food warming capability (microwave), some cold storage (a mini-fridge), a
sink, and countertop space sufficient to serve snacks and coffee to relatively small numbers of people. The
Lobby has a Kitchenette (minus warming capability) while the Religious Education Building has a Kitchen.
The Work Group assumes that people who think the worship space works moderately or very well may
be speaking of its present functionality, not how it will work for a larger congregation. We also think it likely that
many of the respondents are giving their opinion about the present two-service worship mode as opposed to
addressing the possibility of a single service. Some respondents did comment that while two services work well,
the single summer service is very crowded. If respondents are checking off that worship space works
“Moderately well,” or “Very well,” it may be a function of whether there is any available seating, which there
generally is if there are two services.
Background: Many church studies that say the best ratio of filled to vacant seating is 80/20 as averaged over the
course of a year (Appendix C). If the church desires single service Sundays then the Sanctuary is clearly too small.
However, two Sunday services are difficult to manage. It is tiring for the minister or lay leader, service associate,
and musicians, including the choir on those occasions it is asked to sing for both services. Moreover, church
studies generally recognize that two Sunday services foster a division in the congregation, while a single service
tends to foster community because more people see and interact with each other when there is a single service.
Moreover, since the choir normally sings at only one service (1st service on the 1st, 3rd, and 5th Sundays and
2nd service on 2nd and 4th Sundays), people attending one of the services will not hear the choir sing.
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b. Roundtable Space
A small percentage of respondents had no opinion about Roundtable spaces, however of the 81 people
who responded to this question, 6 (7 percent) think that spaces used for Roundtable work very well while 38 (47
percent) think they work moderately well. People, 34 (42 percent), said the spaces do not work well or not at all
and 3 (4 percent) had no opinion about the spaces.
Of the 49 people who provided comments about how Roundtable space
can be improved, 28 (57 percent) state that the only way to improve the space is to
build new space. Several people simply stated that the Library can’t be improved to
work for the Roundtable, which implies the need for more space or a different
location. A few also mentioned scrapping the Roundtable in the Library and moving
it to the Sanctuary all of the time.
Background: Roundtable discussions are held concurrently with the second church service from the 3rd Sunday
in August usually through May. During the summer service schedule, which normally begins the 1st Sunday in
June and extends through the 2nd Sunday in August, Roundtable is held at 9 am in the Sanctuary followed by
worship at 10:30 am. Therefore, during the summer months, Roundtable must end not later than 10 am so that
the Sanctuary can be reset for the incoming worship service.
During the summer, people arriving early for worship sometimes inadvertently disturb people sitting in
the Roundtable discussion. During the regular church year, people exiting nosily from Roundtable sometimes
disturb worship, because the Library where Roundtable is normally held, is near the Sanctuary.
c. Religious Education Space
This question was answered by 76 people, 14 (18 percent) of whom no opinion about space in the
Religious Education Building. People, 5 (7 percent), thought the space worked very well. Most people had a
more circumspect view with 26 (34 percent) thinking the space works moderately well, 25 (33 percent) not very
well, and 6 (8 percent who) think it doesn’t work at all.
There are pointed responses to this question that sometimes belie the overall rating of the space. It’s
also worth noting that people who use the Great Room for Sunday fellowship do not generally go into or work in
the Kitchen area. This does not mean that responses are less valid, but for a clearer picture of the Kitchen’s
functionality, it is necessary to look carefully at all of the committee and group questionnaire comments
because these groups often interact much differently with RE Building spaces than would a Sunday worship or
Roundtable attendee.
Background: The Religious Education (RE) building serves many purposes: Sunday religious education for our
children and youth, fellowship events, including after-service fellowship, meetings, Adult Enrichment classes,
meditation gatherings, support groups and a number of play groups. People arriving early for either the first or
second worship service often have their coffee and a snack while engaging in conversation with other early
arrivals. The RE Great Room is generally in use for some level of fellowship between roughly 8:45 am until nearly
noon. This means that anywhere from 2 to 45-50 adults will be in the Great Room at some time during the
morning. Competition occurs when the religious education classes conduct their own worship services in the
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Great Room and coffee and conversation often disturb the children’s classes as people wander throughout the
building and doors are opened and slammed closed.
When discussing the RE Building, it is necessary to distinguish among classrooms, fellowship space, and
Kitchen spaces. However, the overall survey question offers only one answer for the entire set of spaces so it is
necessary to pay particular attention to the written comments. Overall, relatively few people are engaged in
youth religious education when compared to the number of people who use the campus for other reasons. It is
accurate to interpret most answers to spaces in the Religious Education Building and its associated playgrounds
as reflecting the opinions of people who use the spaces for fellowship, adult classes or meetings and not youth
education. In any case, the written responses often make the distinction clear.
d. Adult Enrichment Class Space
Of the 72 people who responded to this question, 27 people (38 percent) had no opinion about spaces
used for Adult Enrichment classes, most likely reflecting the fact that only 48 (57 percent) of the respondents
attend these classes. However, 10 (14 percent) of the respondents think the spaces work very well, 29 (40
percent) say it works moderately well, and 6 (8 percent) think the spaces do not work very well. No one checked
that the spaces worked, “Not at all.”
Background: Adult Enrichment classes take place in whatever space the coordinator can reserve. Generally, the
Library is the preferred space, which puts Adult Enrichment classes in competition with many groups and
committees that also prefer this space. Adult Enrichment classes can actually compete with each other for
desirable space.
The Library is considered very good class space since it can seat as many as 15 people at tables and
double that without tables. It is well lit and the acoustics for a small group are adequate. Few classes are
required to take place in the RE Great Room or RE classrooms, although it has happened and some of the
associated comments to this question will reflect dissatisfaction with class spaces other than the Library. It is
likely that the general overall satisfaction with Adult Enrichment space reflects the fact that the class
coordinator is able to arrange for most classes to be conducted in the Library.
This question does not address the difficulties experienced by the class coordinator and instructors in
reserving desirable classroom space. It also does not address the coordinator’s difficulties matching the class
instructors’ available time with the availability of appropriately sized classrooms. Adult Enrichment classes can
actually compete for space with each other; i.e., when adult classes need to run concurrently. The committees
and groups survey comments address some of these issues.
While the Library is preferred class space, it’s worth noting that it was never intended as class space and
is not quite as desirable as it seems. It is a pass-through space that is subject to interruption by people looking
for other meetings and classes or entering and exiting the minister’s, religious education director’s, and office
manager’s spaces for one reason or another. Also, this room does not have adequate or easily accessible
electrical outlets. There is a dedicated sound system but most people do not know about it or how to use it.
There is a flat screen mounted on the wall, but it takes some technical expertise to use it with a computer.
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e. Meeting Space
There were 77 respondents to this question with 9 (12 percent) of them having “No opinion.” Of the
people who had an opinion, 9 (12 percent) think meeting spaces work very well and 45 (58 percent) moderately
well. Some people have another viewpoint; 14 (18 percent) think meeting spaces either don’t work very well or
not at all.
Background: Meeting space can be almost anywhere on the church campus, including: religious education
classrooms, the RE Great Room, Library, Sanctuary, Lobby, or the minister’s office. Many committees and groups
hold their meetings and classes in the Library, which is a preferred location. In general, committees prefer the
Library for their meetings, and, as with many of the other questions, it is important to read individual comments
and also the comments supplied by committees and groups, which are highly critical of church meeting space.
f.

Office Space

Although 78 people responded to this question, 33 (42 percent) said they had no opinion about office
spaces. While many people may engage with the office manager, a fairly small number regularly use the
manager’s, minister’s or religious education director’s space for work. There are 4 respondents (5 percent) who
think the space works very well, 17 (22 percent) think it works moderately well, 21 (27 percent) say it doesn’t
work very well, and 3 (4 percent) say it doesn’t work at all.
This question was not qualified to limit responses to people who have actually worked in the offices. Of
course, there are any number of reasons to engage the office space and respondents’ comments reflect this.
Responses vary depending on whether someone is visiting the office manager’s space, actually working at the
manager’s desk or elsewhere in the office, or holding a meeting in the minister’s or religious education director’s
office. So while 21 people (27 percent) think the office space works moderately or very well, 24 (31 percent)
think it doesn’t work very well or not at all.
Background: With opinions split so closely, weight must be given to the comments of the minister, office
manager, Chair of Finance, and people who assist the Chair. These are the people who most frequently work in
the office manager’s space and their comments indicate that the space is much too small, completely lacks
privacy and functions poorly. In addition, conversations in the office manager’s space disturb the minister and
people who may be in her office for various reasons and also adversely affect the privacy of conversations in the
minister’s office. The office manager’s space is subject to interruption by people working or meeting in the
Library and proximity to the Library makes it difficult to have private conversations in that space.
g. Facilities Space
Although there were 69 responses to the facilities space question, 42 people (61 percent), had no
opinion about spaces used for facilities purposes. Of the people that had some familiarity with facilities spaces, 2
people (3 percent) thought the spaces worked very well, 6 people (9 percent) moderately well. Combined, 19
people (28) percent thought the spaces didn’t work very well or at all. This distribution between those who say
the space works very to moderately well and those who say it works not at all or not very well, indicates issues
and concerns about facilities spaces.
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Background: Experience tells us that many people in the congregation are not aware of the full scope of activities
that we identify as “facilities management,” nor are they aware of all of the spaces in the church that are used for
facilities-related storage. This was certainly true of the members of the Master Site Plan Work Group, who had to
take a “closet tour” to understand all of the spaces that impact facilities work. This fact that few people are
familiar with facilities management is expressed in the 61 percent “No opinion” response.
Facilities space encompasses the sexton’s (caretaker’s) personal work space, which includes his desk, and at least
6 closets throughout the campus plus garage space that was originally a single-car garage associated with the
house that is on the “Tice” property. The storage space on the Tice property will disappear as soon as the
buildings are demolished, which foretells issues when objects stored there must be moved elsewhere on the
campus.
Virtually all of the closets perform many functions. Some include electrical panels, campus network equipment,
telephone panels, outdoor and indoor maintenance equipment, hot water heaters, and “stuff” belonging to
various committees, groups and religious education classes. Closets are often shared purposes that are in
conflict; for example, network and telecommunications closets are used to store paper goods and janitorial
supplies and equipment (Appendix D). As one church member put it, this church has a creeping storage problem.
h. Outdoor Space
Seventy-seven people responded to this question; 5 (6 percent) had no opinion about the outdoor
space. There are 7 people (9 percent) who think the space works very well, while 41 (53 percent) think it works
moderately well. A combined total of 24 people (31 percent) said the space works not very well or not at all.
Some respondents were critical of outdoor space. The outdoor spaces are poorly shaded for the most
part and generally unusable in the hottest part of the year. For example, having an outdoor luncheon in May
through October poses challenges due to heat and sun exposure. One of the three large trees that shaded the
area where meals were usually held had to be removed several years ago so the entire property between the
Religious Education and Library is fairly devoid of shade.
Others took issue of the barren land between the South parking lot and the grass outside the Religious
Education Building and some greatly dislike the labyrinth – not the purpose for the labyrinth, but the fact it’s
infested with weeds and sits on barren dirt; i.e., it is not paved in any way. In addition, there is not privacy while
meditating in the labyrinth since it’s in full view of street traffic.
i.

Other Activities Spaces

Respondents were asked how other activities spaces work overall. 54 people answered this question
although 26 (48 percent) had no opinion. Those that had an opinion 3 people (6 percent) think the spaces work
very well and 16 (30 percent) moderately well while 9 people (17 percent) say the spaces do not work very well.
Another question also relates to other activity and event spaces: Respondents were asked to check
whether they come on campus for other activities and events and to describe those activities. Of the 84
respondents to the survey, 29 people (35 percent) checked in question 2. that they come on campus for other
activities and 26 of them named those activities.
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The Work Group speculates that many of the respondents come to memorial services, Gallery openings,
and concerts. Unfortunately, we do not take headcounts at these events but there have been a number of times
when memorial services overflowed the Sanctuary into the Lobby. Most concerts fill the Sanctuary and Gallery
openings are attended by anywhere from 30-50 people.
Other activities listed are:
Meditation
Art openings (2 responses)
Memorial services (6)
Church auction (3)
Play music for memorial
services
Tai Chi (4)
CUUPs (4)

Choir (3)
Playgroup (2)
Gallery (2)
Concerts (2)
NAMI classes and group (2)
Quilting Bee (3)Shape note singing
Navigators
Play music in Sanctuary
Rummage sale

Bridge
Caring committee
Volunteer activities with NM
Legal Aid
Weddings
Non-worship Sunday services
Singing
Peace Village (2)
Workshops

Questions 3a through 3i Detailed Comments about Church Spaces
Because everyone has a unique way of answering questions, it is difficult to quantify responses to the
question of what works in the nine spaces covered by the questionnaire; however it is possible to detect certain
patterns in responses.

What works?
Worship space -- Several groups of responses to this question stand out: the large video screens at the
front of the Sanctuary are appreciated and the religious symbols in the room consisting of stained glass windows
and the large Zia over the pulpit area are very meaningful.
Roundtable space – The Library works well for smaller groups while the Sanctuary works for larger
groups and is generally more comfortable. Some respondents said the wall mounted TV monitor is helpful.
Religious Education space including the Great Room and Kitchen spaces – It is apparent from the
comments that respondents are most often addressing the RE Great Room and Kitchen as if they constituted a
fellowship hall. Some people think there are enough classrooms and that they work reasonably well. The Great
Room is thought to be a good space for larger meetings.
Adult Enrichment spaces – By far, the preferred space for adult classes is the Library.
Meeting space – Again, the Library is the preferred space for most meetings, however, the RE Great
Room, Sanctuary, RE classrooms, and Lobby were cited as adequate by some people. Classrooms and the Lobby
are good for smaller meetings.
Office work space – Few people commented on office work space; several thought it was comfortable
and functional, the natural light is appreciated, and it is a colorful, friendly place.
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Facilities work space – Very few people commented on facilities spaces; most respondents stated they
didn’t know much about the space.
Outdoor space – Respondents commented favorably on the amount of outdoor space, the grassy areas,
the flower gardens, meditation garden, and the labyrinth. They like the fact that there is outdoor seating and
they appreciate the recent efforts to beautify the Solano “strip.”
Other activities spaces – Very sparse comments: the Great Room ceiling height is excellent for certain
activities, such as Tai Chi, The Tombaugh Gallery is a good space for art exhibits and the Tombaugh window is
“exquisite.” The Gallery and Library have good lighting. The Great Room is good for medium-size affairs
(provided that food is prepared off-site).

What doesn’t work?
It is difficult to be statistically accurate about essay responses, but it’s evident from the relative number
of comments attributed to what works, what doesn’t work, and how can the space be improved, that
respondents have much more to say about what doesn’t work and how spaces can be improved.
It is not possible to summarize all of the comments about what doesn’t work in the surveyed spaces.
Respondents provided hundreds of opinions on a wide variety of issues surrounding almost all spaces on the
campus and it is well worth reading all of them. Comments indicate strong feelings and some are both lengthy
and pointed. It is accurate to say that people answering the question, “What doesn’t work,” pulled no punches.
The following are highlights expressed most frequently.
Worship space – The Sanctuary is too small, noisy, stuffy and cramped.
The Sanctuary is too small and some respondents consider it cramped, with poorly accessible seating
and poor sight lines to the front of the Sanctuary. Many respondents would prefer one service that the entire
congregation could attend in comfort.
Overall, HVAC does not work well in this space. In the summer, the unit servicing the front of the
Sanctuary cannot push cool air to all parts of the room and people sitting half-way or farther back receive some
cool air from the Lobby and Sanctuary ceiling fans. Some people complain that the fans are disturbing because
they make too much noise.
Opinion about the quality of the acoustics is divided. The standout comment is that the A/V control
system should not be behind the musicians, choir and minister and it needs to be updated. The choir, minister,
and musicians are too cramped in the front of the Sanctuary; performance space is inadequate.
Noise from the parking lot, street, Lobby and outdoor walkway is bothersome and people entering and
exiting the Sanctuary disturb the service, which may reflect comments about too few, too narrow aisles.
The Lobby is generally considered too small for gathering before and after services, moreover, it is
viewed as a bottleneck to smooth traffic flow.
Roundtable space – The Library is too small, noisy, stuffy and cramped.
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The Library, is cramped, stuffy, and uncomfortable, has poor HVAC control, too much disturbance from
outside noise and people passing through to the office, and is not well suited to Roundtable discussions. The
Sanctuary is a better location because of its size and functionality, but the layout is suited to a lecture format,
not a discussion group.
Religious Education space – The Great Room is acoustically challenging, the Kitchen is inadequate,
storage is poor, and the classrooms are messy and don’t have furniture suited to adult classes and meetings.
Overall, the Great Room is undersized for the congregation and the Kitchen cannot be used to cook for
large crowds, such as Thanksgiving dinner or Elderberry luncheons.
There is an insufficient number of classrooms and no room suitable for infants, the rooms are too small,
stuffy, poorly lit, and most storage has been co-opted by committees and other groups. There is insufficient
work and craft space, no child-height counters, sinks, toilets, or water fountains. Children do not have either
secure indoor or outdoor space. The playground is uninviting, barren, poorly equipped and unshaded.
Adult Enrichment class spaces – There are not enough rooms to run multiple classes in comfortable,
size-appropriate spaces.
The Library is difficult to schedule because of competition from committees and groups. Electrical
outlets are insufficient or hard to access in both the RE Building and Library. Both locations have poor HVAC
control. WiFi access in the RE Building is problematic at best, non-existent at worst and there is either difficult or
no access to A/V functionality. In both buildings, there is an overall lack of storage. Respondents also voiced
opinions about issues not directly related to space; for example, furniture in the RE classrooms is not conducive
to adult comfort and much of it is second-hand castoffs; RE classrooms are often messy and poorly lit; and tables
and chairs must sometimes be setup before class starts.
Meeting space – There are not enough properly sized and equipped meeting rooms.
Appropriate meeting space is difficult to schedule and rooms are not private and often disturbed by
outside noises. Built-in A/V is non-existent in the RE Building and must be ported to every room where it’s
needed. RE classrooms are so small that it’s difficult to move chairs and tables into one of them for an adult
meeting. Both the Library and Lobby are subject to pass-through traffic interruptions and neither room has
adequate storage for meeting tables and chairs. HVAC control in the Library and RE rooms is very poor and
rooms are often stuffy or too hot for comfort.
Office space – Office spaces are too small, cramped, lack privacy and are subject to interruption by
people passing through to get to other spaces. All offices are connected to the Library, which is a busy room and
a pass-through space. The office manager’s space is a pass-through to the minister’s office and is so small it
hampers traffic flow.
All offices lack sufficient, secure storage. HVAC is nearly non-existent, requiring fans in the summer and
heaters in the winter (in the office manager’s and minister’s areas). Pass-through traffic disturbs both the office
manager and the minister. There is no private bathroom or outside entrance for the minister, no secure,
dedicated storage, and insufficient space to meet with more than a few people. The minister’s office is not
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sound-proof and therefore confidential meetings are difficult. There is too much furniture in the office
manager’s space and traffic flow is poor.
Facilities work space – “All facilities work space is doing double and triple duty to the point that it is not
actually facilities work space.”
There is no truly secure or dedicated space for facilities purposes. Storage is insufficient and poorly
controlled. Hazardous substances are not secured or stored correctly; e.g., gasoline and paint are stored in the
furnace room beside the Sanctuary. There is not a convenient storage area for small tools nor a workbench for
making repairs to equipment.
Outdoor space – Respondents think that outdoor spaces are poorly designed and lack of aesthetic
appeal. They also comment that there is insufficient parking and overall the outdoor spaces give a poor first
impression to visitors.
Respondents say that the grounds are poorly landscaped and appear to be unplanned, the front door of
the church is nearly invisible, and overall lighting is very poor both along walkways and in the parking lots. The
labyrinth is a weed-infested eyesore that lacks privacy for meditation. There is too much unused and poorly
used space. There is an awkward mixture of materials; smooth concrete, sand, cement blocks, and rock. Overall,
there is a feeling of disconnectedness about the buildings and grounds and a lack of aesthetic beauty. One
respondent had this to say, “I don’t think our congregation feels like a body, more like different parts and not
interconnected,” and further that, “The buildings being separate, separates us.”
There is insufficient paved parking and poor accessibility from parking lots to buildings (dirt, sand,
slopes). The current landscape requires too much effort to maintain. There is insufficient shade to make the
property substantially usable for much of the year. The campus is too open for unsupervised child activities. The
meditation garden is not very visible or welcoming. Storage sheds and debris in the “back 40” are eyesores.
Spaces for other activities – Spaces used for “other activities” generally experience the same problems
as the Sanctuary, Library, Great Room, and outside spaces.
The Sanctuary doesn’t work well for concerts and other performances, the Great Room doesn’t work for
most fellowship events and its acoustics are very bad, and sun coming in through the Gallery west window
makes temperature and light control difficult. Overall, there is a complete lack of dedicated, secure storage,
inadequate A/V, spotty WiFi, and in some rooms, electrical power is insufficient or difficult to access.
Since so many different locations are covered by this section, we urge you to read all of the comments.

How can the space be improved?
There are numerous, varied, and creative suggestions for improving various campus spaces and they are
worth reading. However, because there are so many comments, often expressed by just one or two people, and
significantly different in their approaches to improvement, it is nearly impossible to summarize them.
On the whole, respondents express strong needs and desires for more space throughout the campus – a
bigger Sanctuary, Roundtable space, fellowship hall, safe and secure play areas for children, dedicated space for
religious education, better outdoor lighting, more parking, better aesthetics…on and on. A few people suggest
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connecting buildings and using the connections to enlarge the Sanctuary or add a choir room. Others think new
carpeting and chairs will help and still others think we should build a new Gallery.
The questions, complaints and issues expressed in all of the comments about space will ultimately be
addressed by MNK Architects in the Master Site Plan. Other issues, such as the need for new carpet, better
lighting, and better aesthetics in the buildings, will wait until another time.

Question 4. This church would be perfect if…
Not surprisingly, almost all of the respondents had more than a few words for what they’d like if there
were more space. These comments, for the most part, go far beyond the mundane need for coat closets. What
do we dream of? A bigger Sanctuary, Kitchen, and fellowship hall, beautiful, functional and water-wise
landscaping, perhaps even community garden. One church service, more space for Roundtable, a complete
state-of-the-art sound booth in the Sanctuary with A/V and reliable WiFi everywhere. Secure closets for
network, telephone, and electrical equipment, more and larger RE classrooms are on the wish list. A room for
choir rehearsals, better performance space, a “withdrawing room” in which worship and memorial services can
be seen and heard. There is a strong desire to be together in community for many more activities than is
currently possible.
We have big dreams and big needs.
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Transcribed Comments
a. Worship space including the lobby; overall, how does the space work?
(Check one)
Number
Percent
Total responding to question………………………….
84
100
Very well
8
10
Moderately well
52
62
Not very well
23
27
Not at all
1
1
No opinion
0
0

3.a Worship space including the Lobby
Worship space: What works?
H

I
J

K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R

S
T

 Meaningful religious symbols
A/V projection [big screens]
At times it is crowded but most of time OK
 At times, it is crowded but most of time OK
 Size for two services, most of the time
 Chairs
 Stained glass
 Improved A/V equipment
 Two [big] screens helps see speakers
 Two screens helps see speakers
 Sanctuary: acoustics, TVs, music, services
 Lobby: connects Sanctuary and Gallery
 Works moderately well with two worship services
 Good use of space – maximum chairs stuffed into space
 Carts to hold the hymnals is efficient
 There is usually sufficient space for worship services
 TV screens
 Stained glass
 Lobby OK
 Good space
 Comfortable chairs
 Pretty stained glass
 Adequate space for most services and activities

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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3.a Worship space including the Lobby
Worship space: What works?
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
AA

AB
AC
AD
AE
AF
AG
AH
AI

AJ
AK
AL
AM
AN

AO

AP
AQ
AR





































Flexibility of movement of all non-fixed items such as seating, piano, etc.
Intimate space
Reasonable ingress/egress
Connectedness – your feel like a participant rather than a spectator
Video screens to help everyone see
Sound system
Ability to rearrange seating as needed
Flow
Video screen is helpful
It’s cozy?
Air conditioning is good in the Sanctuary
TV screens are very helpful
The speaker can be heard in the Sanctuary
Appearance good
The present “gothic cathedral” setup – space looks much better than it did two years ago
Lateral light [possibly natural light from side windows]
Setup is accessible
Choir arrangement makes for better sound
Use of TV monitors is good
Sanctuary is a beautiful, contemplative space
Chairs are comfortable
AV equipment makes it easy to follow the service no matter where seated
Though I hate to say it and I hate them, the monitors help us see the speaker better – darn it
New paint has helped the appearance a lot
Zia and stained glass windows
Baby grand piano and keyboard
Heating/cooling if cowboys stay out of it

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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3.a Worship space including the Lobby
Worship space: What works?

AS

AT
AU
AV
AW
AX
AY
AZ
BA

BB

BC
BD
BE
BF
BG
BH
BI






































Colors
Configuration
Stained glass
Decorations
Sound system to a point
TVs
Seating-mostly
Lighting
Clock on rear wall
Nice colors
Warm and cozy room
I feel welcome
Acoustics are good
Nice, designated space for worship
Visibility in the Sanctuary is good thanks to the TV screen[s]
The light is good
Bright and cheery
I think the rock wall is pretty
Comfortable and aesthetically appealing
Like the beauty of stained glass windows
Heating and cooling fine
Space attractive and comfortable
The Gallery is good
The Lobby can be used for 20-30 people at a meal
Current layout much better before and is how the building was designed
For the size of the congregation, it seems to work
I think we are making the best of the space as it is
It is attractive and functional
Good location
Spacious campus
It is cozy
Lighting and natural lighting is good

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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3.a Worship space including the Lobby
Worship space: What works?
BJ
BK
BL
BM
BN
BO
BP
BQ

BR

BS
BT
BU
BV
BW

BX
BY
BZ
CA
CB
CC
CD

CE



































Using chair which can be stored
Screens [A/V] bring speaker closer
Wide entrance aisle
The use of two entrances/exits
Almost enough space for present size for 2 services
Aesthetics have improved in the Sanctuary and Lobby
Acoustics seem ok in Sanctuary
Sound system for hearing impaired
Stained glass windows
Pretty
Comfortable
There is room for the choir and the acoustics ok as we are set up now
There is space (though probably not enough) to gather in the Lobby before and after the
service
The Sanctuary is a reasonable attractive space (especially after the painting)
When it’s not too crowded
Seating is quite functional
Lobby (foyer)
New seating arrangement
Having enough entry space [Lobby] to gather and greet
New TV monitors
Sound system
The current Sanctuary works nicely as a monastic chapel. This is in no way intended as a put
down, but I believe that UUCLC needs a larger worship space.
Is a beautiful space
Presently, considering attendance, space seems to be sufficient
Nice to have a Kitchen right there [in the Lobby]
The credenza (or chest of drawers) in Lobby is very nice
Stained glass windows look good
Rows for people to get to seats

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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3.a Worship space including the Lobby
Worship space: What works?
CF
CG

CH
CI
CJ
CK
CL
CM
















It is attractive
Piano
Windows [stained glass]
TV monitors
[Sanctuary] good size for ½ of the congregation
Sanctuary has comfortable seating and place for hymnals, cards, etc.
Traffic flows well into the Lobby and then into the Sanctuary
Lobby provides good welcoming area
Decent acoustics
Main room [Sanctuary]
New paint and lighting in Sanctuary make it more attractive
Removal of bulletin board[s] made Lobby more open and welcoming
-

Worship space: What doesn’t work?
H

I
J

K
L
M
N

 Not big enough for all of us and seating doesn’t promote connecting
 Not a worshipful atmosphere
as we grow, have larger meetings, etc. it will not be adequate. That is the problem now
 As we grow, have larger meetings, etc. it will not be adequate – that is a problem now.
 Worship space, shape
Only one way for people to get to their seat
Awkward arrangement for choir
Awkward arrangement for A/V person
Lobby not inviting
No clear welcome area for guests
Kitchen area to small
 Too small for whole community to gather at one time
Sound system is placed in awkward space for smooth management
 Too small for whole community to gather at one time
Sound system is placed in awkward space for smooth management
 Sanctuary: size, sound system, hearing devices
Lobby: size and acoustics
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Worship space: What doesn’t work?
O
P

Q
R

S
T

U
V
W

X
Y
Z
AA
AB
AC
AD
AE

AF
AG

AH
AI
AJ

 Wasted space for the choir that can’t be used easily for the congregation if the choir does not
fill the space [during the summer there is 1 service & choir does not perform]
 Room length is too long for its width.
Area for music/choir/sound [system] is poorly defined
Room is dark and boring
 Size needs to be larger!
 Tight for our seating needs
 Entrance not memorable

 Setup on long view
 Having our AV person so visible during services
 Too small for some services/activities
 The Lobby isn’t aesthetically uplifting/inviting
 Lobby is too small
 Space is too small for large gatherings
 It’s too small
 I’d like to have a space big enough to hold the entire congregation so we can have 1 service.
This way we see every member who attends and you can feel the size of the congregation
 Not big enough, standing room only because choir seats take up unoccupied space [believe
person means choir seats are not good to sit in when choir not present so space is unused]
 Too small for congregation size – specifically the Sanctuary
 Arranging pulpit and choir space is sometimes a challenge
 We can exceed seating capacity
 Air conditioning not even through whole area [room coverage insufficient]
 Small
 Lobby is too small
 Long narrow shape [Sanctuary]
 Inadequate space for choir
 Sound system
 Can get congested
 Too small
 Choir space is inadequate
 Poor sound system
 The Lobby: the “Kitchen” is not appealing

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Worship space: What doesn’t work?
AK
AL
AM
AN
AO

AP
















AQ



AR




AS
AT

AU
AV
AW
AX

















Need more room sometimes
Occasionally, it’s too small
Orientation
Too crowded
Can’t all fit in one service, except in summer
Heating and cooling inconsistent
Not enough seating in Sanctuary for summer single services
I know it’s irrational, but some of the overhead fans wobble a lot during use and I find myself
trying to avoid sitting near the fans that shake a lot
Too small
No room for reasonable "gathering space" before or after services
Should the Zia symbol be in the shape of a cross?
The chairs are horribly uncomfortable
The sound system is a mess: There is no room at the back of the church for discreet sound
system work---and having people get up and down in the front is very distracting and disturbs
the restful mood.
The place looks thrown together, especially the temporary risers at the front. I wish someone
would at least iron the drapes on the chalice table, but would prefer to see a permanent
structure that didn't require "decoration" every Sunday.
Everything else – this is not a space conducive to the type of worship areas preferred by
Unitarian Universalists
Insufficient space for musicians, choir, piano, minister, and associate
Inadequate safe space for musical instruments, sound system, choir, television camera,
worship storage, Music Director storage, hymnal storage
Outside sound interference
Performance platform access
Outdoor worship space
Space for one service.
Sometimes we are cramped
Not all seats have decent view of podium
Podium too close to congregation
Sanctuary too narrow and too small
Last Sunday, some attendees had to sit in choir chairs
There needs to be more chairs and three aisles
Worship space is sometimes a little crowded
Both spaces not large enough to hold entire membership at one service [Lobby and Sanctuary]
Adequate space for space for choir but not behind pulpit
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Worship space: What doesn’t work?
AY

AZ
BA

BB
BC
BD

BE
BF

BG
BH
BI
BJ
BK
BL

BM
BN
BO
BP
BQ







































Seating isn't always adequate.
The movable platform under the podium is a hazard.
Making audio adjustments at the front of the church during services is a serious distraction.
The choir shouldn't be practicing in the Sanctuary while people are entering.
Hymnals and handouts used in services need a home while the congregation is standing.
Depth of current worship space
Worship space not large enough
The space is too small
Traffic flow is not good, people get jammed up
The sound is bad, even with the unattractive sound-absorbing panels [in the Lobby]
All the literature is crammed on the counter
The need for two services
Need for two services
Split service is a hidden problem
Sanctuary is crowded
Choir space is too small and not good acoustically
Minister is too far from back rows
Too drafty
Too small and no natural substances; e.g., stone wall, wooden beams, etc.
I dislike the straight rows, looking at the back of someone’s head
I think that the spirit in the Sanctuary would work best if we sat in circles although we would
still be looking at the back of someone’s head
Not big enough for some services
Inadequate Kitchen space for functions held in this building [Gallery, Lobby, Sanctuary]
Difficult to have multiple events, noise, poor sound, and communications
It is a little small for a full service [single service]
Choir and piano space is too tight to walk easily
Having an overflow of people
Not enough space for mixing without blocking traffic [Lobby]
Configuration doesn’t lend itself as welcoming
Book rack [in Lobby] and posters are not accessible
Need larger worship space that can be oriented like a semi-circle [she drew a layout]
Need much more space for piano, choir, pulpit, etc.
The HVAC capabilities in the Sanctuary are woefully inadequate, with no heating/cooling of
the back half.
Sanctuary space
Not enough fresh air
Seating is inconvenient to in and out of

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Worship space: What doesn’t work?
BR

BS

BT

BU
BV
BW

BX
BY

BZ
CA
CB
CC
CD
CE
CF
CG
CH
CI
CJ

 Acoustics don’t always work well
 Sanctuary with chairs as currently arranged (because shape of room) is not the most inviting.
I would prefer a space that had people more in a half-circle rather than in the very tiered way
we currently sit.
 Also, the Sanctuary is not big enough.
 Too small
 Not flexible
 Does not suit our needs now and won’t in the future
 Choir should not be seated BEHIND pulpit
 Seating is limited, especially when a single service
 When Sanctuary is full, there seems to be little to no air circulation, and it gets hot quickly
 Not big enough for one service only
 Lobby and Kitchen too small for receptions
 Sanctuary-sound system works but is antiquated and awkward
 Cooling system
 Sound system
 Noisy fans
 Not a very attractive space even with new paint, etc.
 Lighting
 Performance space for musicians, choir, choir director and minister
 Rehearsal space for choir and musicians
 Sanctuary is too small
 UUCLC needs a larger, more flexible, more accessible and hospitable worship space
 In my opinion, it needs different dimensions
 Seems crowded with the summer one-service each week
 Yes, at times space seems sparse during gatherings such as memorial services
 Lobby is much too small
 Step up to podium is difficult for some
 Need more space
 Sound is terrible
 Too small, especially in summer – so crowded
 Too small
 Inadequate sound system
 Too small, especially in Summer months with only one service – gets crowded – not enough
seats, temperature is warm with the ceiling fans turned on
 Need more space
 A bit uncomfortable

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Worship space: What doesn’t work?
CK
CL

CM

 Lobby is a bottleneck for entering and leaving the Sanctuary or the Gallery
 Configuration of Sanctuary space always leaves someone too far away to see and hear what's
happening near the pulpit.
 Sanctuary is too small to seat everyone in current congregation if we all want to meet
together.
 Worship room [small room behind the screen wall behind pulpit] too small and cluttered used for music and chalice decorations and stuff with nowhere else to live.
 AV system awkward to use and requires interference by the AV person - often very visible
interference.
 Too small

Worship space: How can the space be improved?
H

I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P

Q
R
S
T

 Make space bigger
Elevate altar area so it can be seen
Enlarged or new room
 Enlarged or new room
 Racks to store hymnals
 Chair lock system makes uncomfortable seating for some people
 Racks to store hymnals
 Chair lock system makes uncomfortable seating for some people
 Build a new Sanctuary 3x the size
 Keep existing Sanctuary for smaller functions
 It would be nice to have room for all attendees to fit in one service
 Utilize more door to enter the space without disrupting service
 More space for congregant seating, less dedicated room for choir
 I (still) advocate putting some appropriate artwork in the Sanctuary
 Can’t really change shape of room although I preferred the short/fat room layout to the
currently used long/skinny layout
 Size needs to be larger!, perhaps one service would be more united?
 Larger, more seating, less narrow
 Better entrance
 Change to worship center on long wall – but this space is too narrow
 Larger Lobby and Sanctuary
 More inviting Lobby
 A way to have the AV person hidden from view

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Maybe go from a deep rectangle to a square or wide layout for the Sanctuary
Needs to be larger
One opinion is: it would be better to have one large Sunday service – bigger space
HVAC!
Reconfigure seating
Diagonals lose space
Choir often unoccupied
Push back podium, piano, choir
Build a new Sanctuary with future growth in mind
I think we need a larger Sanctuary, but not so much that you feel removed from services. Try
to maintain intimacy, connectedness
It would be nice to have a sound system that does not require an individual on-site to keep it
tuned
New designs need to consider light infiltration and effect on showing videos, etc.
If there is a raised area, be sure it is handicapped accessible, i.e., ramp as well as steps
Multiple gender-neutral (unisex) toilets
Extra benches in Lobby?
Ventilation
Size
Seating
I think the only solution is knocking out a wall
I’ve seen many seating arrangements and none have worked well
Blast out the north wall 30’
It would be nice to have a larger Sanctuary – we could have only one service
We’ve done all I know to do
More ?? definition of space
Larger space
Chairs with pockets for envelopes and literature, maybe even hymnals
Build a new one and use the current Sanctuary for indoor play space, meetings, work space,
meals, yoga classes, whatever other kinds of fellowship you can think of. Or, if the Sanctuary

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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continues to function as such, figure out a way to have coffee in the Lobby Kitchen and give
the kids back the RE Building.
More space overall
Dedicated space for choir
More front of Sanctuary performance space
Better storage for hymnals, walkers, wheel chairs
Room for sound equipment
Choir/minister prep space
Adequate, safe performance space; adequate, safe storage space for worship related
materials - assisted listening devises, greeter materials, altar decorations, hymnals, and choir
materials
An office for the Music Director
Clear, designate & build a shaded outdoor worship space
Perhaps some Feng shut examination of the room?
Build a new Sanctuary in the open space between the Library and Gallery
Worship space could be enlarged
Chair arrangement
Pulpit versatility
Have separate space to house audio equipment – not at front of Sanctuary where it detracts
from services
A larger space is needed, with a raised area for program participants
A sound booth at the rear
An adjacent choir practice room
The Lobby should have enough space for greeting, coffee, and mingling.
A semi-circle worship space would work better
Having the last row in the worship space be as close as possible to the speaker
Build a new worship space that is flexible and large enough to be used as a social area for
large events such as dances or parties for all church members
The space needs good light
It should be large enough for people to flow into the Sanctuary even if there are a few groups
chatting in the Lobby
It needs to set the mood before you the Sanctuary.
This space should not have a Kitchen.
There should be a separate area for food prep and serving for receptions and [Gallery]
openings so people could visit and consume food and drink out of the main flow of traffic.
Make room a little larger
Sanctuary needs new flooring, etc.
Choir needs better space and better acoustics

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Maybe a shell like Peace Lutheran
Chairs are not good
Larger, a focus for meditation, and attention to beauty
Some members live in a world of thought and words, others of us love physical beauty and a
sense of peace
Oh, and new chairs!!!!
A Sanctuary that seats more people and has more amenities (sound booth, quiet room for
children, nursing mothers, etc.) would be beneficial
A larger social area associated, rather than the Lobby
Better flow of people
Better access
Better security
Larger by 20-30%
More square than rectangular
Need outside aisles
Sound facility at back of Sanctuary
Any new or reconstituted Lobby space should consider traffic flow
Sanctuary – any change or new space should be less “rigid” with [?] face to face among
congregants
In addition to above, the worship/music room needs to be at least 2x the size to
accommodate all the choir, music, and chalice table items
It would be wonderful to have a room for musicians and the choir to assemble and to practice
Frankly: We need more of it. We also need to rewire the facilities for the modern era with
more outlets, network wiring closets for full WIFI, a sound booth for an upgraded PA system,
and more seating.
Needs to be enlarged
Put in an intake fan in, or near, choir area – as a suggestion - apparently it’s easy and not very
expensive
Choir would enjoy having a [real] choir space
Have a larger Sanctuary
Different shape such as a half-circle
Sound has improved but could still be better
Air circulation needs to be addressed as far as functionality
Expansion, we need 50 more seats quite badly
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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It is very uncomfortable, unattractive, with noise and cooling issues
Larger
Better HVAC
More reliable sound system
Attention to aesthetics in choices of building materials and design-cheaper materials don’t
have to look cheap
New carpet eventually
Enlarge or create space for rehearsals, with white boards
Sound system for recording
Storage for personal items, hymnals, etc.
Acoustics for spoken word and music
Suitable sound system
Room for choir conductor
Room for a hand bell choir
Grand piano
Small groups of musicians
It needs different dimensions (length and width more nearly the same, for example, rather
than the current long, narrow space).
It needs a good, roomy, and accessible raised platform.
Aisles need to be wider, and there should be more of them, to make it easier for people to
enter the space, or quietly exit it.
There needs to be more of a transitional space in the back of the Sanctuary, and more space
for wheelchairs.
Chairs should be comfortable and easily moveable, to accommodate different styles of
worship.
Not sure
Remove step [to podium] or raise entire area, including seats for speakers
A much larger Lobby with room for seating and plants, with more skylights would be more
welcoming
Make larger
New sound system
Better HVAC
Needs to be larger
Enlarged
TV monitors in Lobby
Enlarge – could have a designated welcome area that visitors can easily spot that is manned
by several greeters or Membership Committee

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Pews with arm rests (like theater seats) and backs with hymnal holders
Extra space to add additional folding chairs occasionally
Sound could be easily WiFi-ed to other parts of the campus
We could expand our miniature music library [area behind screen wall in back of pulpit] to
make it into a practice/greenroom with its entrance
Two or three doors to enter the Lobby.
Two or three doors to enter Sanctuary from Lobby.
Current Sanctuary shape is fixed and we've tried every change possible to make the services
more welcoming.
Sanctuary needs to be large enough to support entire congregation meeting together especially for congregational meetings, auction, concerts, and memorial services and summer
worship.
Larger Lobby space with coat closet.
Worship room needs to be divided into music space and worship space: A music room for the
choir and music director to store music, instruments, hymnals, etc.; a worship preparation
room where the minister and service associate can meet to finalize services, with cabinets and
drawers for storing chalice table cloths, candles, oil lamps, artificial flowers, etc.
AND this is not a space issue, but we could use better climate control throughout the
Sanctuary, larger video screens, tile floors so not so many allergens, and phone access to and
from the office. Large video screens.
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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b. Roundtable Space (either the library or sanctuary); overall, how does the
space work? (Check one)
Total responding to question………………………….
Very well
Moderately well
Not very well
Not at all
No opinion

Number
81
6
38
33
1
3

Percent
100
7
47
41
1
4

3.b Roundtable space:
Roundtable space: What works?
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Quiet, secluded location
Often: large enough
Nothing [works] in Library but Roundtable in Sanctuary is pretty good
Space does [works], depending on attendance
Space does [works], depending on attendance
The forum-type programs
Maximum chairs in Library for space
When in Sanctuary, the space is sufficient
When in Library, space not sufficient
At least there is a location for Roundtable with a PA system and big screen
Like the books there [in the Library]
Library: screen in front
The choice of topics
Easy to see visuals
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Roundtable space: What works?
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Library
Interesting topics, for the most part
The new video system (used to have the projection cart blocking sight lines)
Not sure
Sound system adequate although the body mic is not ok
Glad to know there is a mic that sometimes works
It’s ok as long as there are only 20-25 people attending
Sanctuary in the summer
See comments for worship space
Acoustics are good
It is a well-lit room
Library space seems adequate
Can be reconfigured for different kinds of presentations
Chairs are comfortable
TV for presentations
Having a space to meet
Adequate (minimally) due to limited space
Good for cozy meetings at the table
The hanging of the computer screen has improved the environment immensely
We make due but not much about this space is ideal
Good for groups less than 25
Intimate space for discussion
The space is separated from other spaces and activities
Size allows, generally, for [?]

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Roundtable space: What works?
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The fact that there is a second space when there are two church services
Room has A/V equipment, plenty of chairs and some tables (both in Library and Sanctuary)
The Library and meetings in the Sanctuary
Area is big enough to accommodate a fairly large group
It is easy to hear there [in the room]
Both rooms [Library & Sanctuary] are of the appropriate shape for lectures
Both have usable A/V
Library is most efficient room for temperature and size
Library! Ok!
Not much [works] except seats for most
Seems to hold everyone; works as long as people use a microphone
Space for number of individuals attending (in the Library) seems to be fine
The Sanctuary works well [for Roundtable]
Works moderately well in Sanctuary
Roundtable works ok in Sanctuary
Library is cozy
Sanctuary provides more seating
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Too small
Too small at times
Size too small
Gets too hot
A/V often has problems
Chairs uncomfortable
Space doesn’t, depending on attendance
Having groups in circles
Space doesn’t, depending on attendance
Having groups in circles
Size of Library
Not enough room for chair[s] for all the Roundtable attendees in the Library
Often SRO in the Library
Chairs not comfortable
Small size
Tight, narrow
Too small for many presentations
Restricted flow
Gets too hot
AV problems at times
Uncomfortable chairs
Library has become too small, over-crowded for some Roundtables
It is called a Roundtable, but for many years, after moving from the Gallery, it has seldom
been in the round
The Library space is not conducive to this and the Sanctuary would require lots of chair
movement and then replacement [resetting] after summer Roundtable
Sometimes the Library is too small for Roundtable attendance
Often not enough space
Also overcrowded, for which reason I haven’t attended a Roundtable in months
Not enough seating for popular sessions
Too small
Library too small – sometimes

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Difficult to see speaker
Chairs uncomfortable
Long narrow shape
Too small
Sound system
Don’t like Roundtable in the Sanctuary – not as personal
Could be a bigger space when we have a big crowd
The speaker system is always breaking down
The sound system!
Often, the audio system
Not conducive to interaction
A little crowded in the Library
Screen needs to be moved away from the wall now that the TV monitor is mounted
Lighting
Sound
Uncomfortable chairs
Feels claustrophobic
AV table is in way so you can’t see screen
Trip over cords
Space is cramped
Not enough staging space for speakers
Needs decent AV and hearing assisted capability
Access to network connections
Library space where it is held 9 months of the year [does not work]
Seating
Performance space
Sound
Library works ok for Roundtable but it gets cramped
Too small
Library too cramped
Folding chairs far too heavy to set up and take down
Sound system frequently has problems

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Seating arrangement (in Library) makes it difficult to see speaker and video presentation
Library too small
Size
The way the rooms are configured
Audio and visual equipment
Library is too small for Roundtable
Sanctuary is fine
Too small for attendance
Sound system fails
Too far from screen/presenter to back rows
Too small and stuffy for good Roundtables
Need bigger space for Roundtable discussion (and renaming since the space isn’t round and
there is no table)
New chairs, these are uniformly disliked leftovers from the Spanish Inquisition
Does not contribute to discussion but [limits questions]
Library is often crowded and doesn’t support a Roundtable format
Hard to hear
Visual needs to be bigger
Speaker is too far away and too confined for most of the audience
Hard to have a real discussion with everyone facing the same way
Too small
Stuffy when full
Library can be too crowded
Distraction when someone enters or exits [during presentations]
Seating insufficient and too inflexible
Roundtable discussions are often standing room only with several people not able to sit in the
Library
Too small [Library]
Seating is limited and has limitations on configuration, and the AV facilities need to be
drastically improved. They basically get cast-offs from the Sanctuary
As church librarian, I am adamant that the Library is not a space to be encumbered on Sunday
mornings
Library is too small to serve Roundtable
Too small, stuffy, generally uncomfortable
The Library space is crowded for the Roundtable
Library is too small

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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 Roundtable needs proper “housing” – one of our attractions to outsiders [Roundtable is
considered an outreach program]
 Roundtable has outgrown current Library space; great for meetings, not for Roundtable
 Library not big enough
 Sanctuary provides more space, hearing assisted devices, but then only one [worship] service
can be held
 Roundtable-west wall should be extended to the sidewalk along with the office and minister’s
office
 Lighting
 Sound system
 Space too small
 The size of the room doesn’t work
 No meeting privacy
 Current Library space has standing room only on many Sundays
 Current Sanctuary is larger but is structured for lectures rather than Roundtable discussions
 A few times, we have seen standing only space
 Need well-functioning A/V system
 Sound system is too loud in some areas of Library
 Often over crowded
 Those sitting in back can’t always see or hear
 Very crowded
 Can’t see the screen during presentations
 Hot in summer
 Library is too small
 Sound system still touchy
 Speaker’s area up front in the Library is too small
 Library too small for Roundtable, which gets very good attendance
 Seats are very uncomfortable
 Sometimes people have to stand in the back when there are no seats
 Need more space
 Ability to configure seating to promote discussion
Library:
 Poor AV support
 Inadequate seating which must be set up and taken down each week

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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CM

Seats and rows too close together
Only one bathroom
Bottlenecks at both entrances but particularly noticed at south entrance once activity
starts
 Difficult for those in wheelchairs or using walkers to enter and find a seat.
Sanctuary:
 Has more seating, allowing people to spread out farther away from speaker which may
challenge hearing and seeing what is going on
 AV support requires assistance from knowledgeable person
 Screens too small.
-

Roundtable space: How can the space be improved?
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A/V [presenter’s] area needs to be elevated for better viewing
Enlarge
We need a new, larger space
Increased flexibility of usage
Increased flexibility of usage
Hold it all the time in the current Sanctuary (assuming we build a new one)
Larger space for Roundtable
Would be very expensive – moving Roundtable to Sanctuary at a different time [than worship]
(during the regular year) would be unpopular
Larger
Fix the above - Too small for many presentations
Restricted flow
Gets too hot
AV problems at times
Uncomfortable chairs
The current Sanctuary could become the next Roundtable space when we have a new
Sanctuary
Library can’t be improved due to size and shape
More space

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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 Though it’s called a Roundtable, the typical format is lecture and the long narrow room means
seeing and hearing can be limited for those in the rear of room. A squarish room with built in
video projection would be an improvement.
 Sound system for hearing impaired
 More space
 More seating
 Adequate seating or change venue
 The speaker system could be improved
 Creative seating
 Needs a table or something for setting out literature, visitor cards, donation envelopes, etc.
 Move Roundtable to the Sanctuary or to some other large space as yet unbuilt
 Can’t, space and other constraints make it a done deal
 This spaces is not meant for this purpose. If it were changed, then it would be even worse for
its many other uses.
 Move Roundtable to larger room
 Build new room for Roundtable
 The Roundtable area needs to be much wider so that chairs can be setup in curved rows,
which allow people to see each other’s faces
 There also needs to be space for narrow tables
 Needs larger space
 All the meeting spaces including the Sanctuary could use new audio/visual equipment.

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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 I believe with all the new systems available we could all be linked together so the service
could be seen and heard in other areas and possibly broadcast.
 Also there are linked white boards that would be great in the education rooms.
 Needs to be expanded
 Expand space
 There are sound systems that broadcast directly to hearing aids
 Bigger space
 Larger, dedicated space for events of this type
 New space or more space
 Nice to have a space separate from the Library
 Need a larger room for the Roundtable
 Need more space and chairs
 It cannot
 Build another sufficient space
 Have larger room for Roundtable
 A room for the Roundtable-new meeting area
 A storage area is needed for the Roundtable stuff
 Again, essentially just bigger space
 While “technically” not part of “space” the chairs in the Library are dreadful (many agree)
 More comfortable furniture could increase attendance
 This was part of the original plan but debt concerns nixed the widening
 Larger
 Lighter
 More aesthetically attractive
 Create or enlarge space suitable for Roundtable
 The Roundtable group is too large for chairs to be arranged in a circle, but a room where semicircular seating is possible would better help the Roundtable live up to its name
 Larger room?

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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 Need better storage of equipment
 I’d like to have the Roundtable in the Sanctuary after the second service so the speaker can
stay longer if she/he wants
 Needs to be bigger
 Enlarge – make possible to sit in the round
 Comfortable chairs – not crowded together
 Less crowded and more of a “U” or “C” shape for audience
 Need larger space that is specifically designed for Roundtable-type presentations – perhaps
theater-style seating
 Handicapped access
 Large video screens with speakers
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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c. Religious Education space (including the Great Room and kitchen space);
overall, how does the space work? (Check one)
Total responding to question………………………….
Very well
Moderately well
Not very well
Not at all
No opinion

Number
76
5
26
25
6
14

Percent
100
7
34
33
8
18

3.c Religious Education space including the Great Room and Kitchen spaces
Religious Education space: What works?
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Classrooms
Classrooms – don’t know
All work but needs to be improved
Enough rooms for every grade grouping
Classrooms work reasonably well as long as rooms are assigned due to need/size.
Kitchen is ok
Ease of setup
Classroom space
Restrooms
Works well for small groups [Great Room?]
Storage spaces for chairs, tables, big oven, closets for RE, etc.
Gathering space [Great Room] has been good, seems to allow many different uses.
Access to toilets
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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3.c Religious Education space including the Great Room and Kitchen spaces
Religious Education space: What works?
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Don’t know
Classrooms
Six classrooms
One office that isn’t used as such, but should be
Classes are marginally ok for kids
Most of the classrooms
Warm space
Nice energy
Patrick [Igo, Chair of Fellowship and Hospitality]
That we have a Great Room and Kitchen
Space for larger group meetings [Great Room]
I don’t know RE very well
It works in the sense that we have multiple rooms but little is ideal about it
Great Room-glad we have a space and Kitchen

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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3.c Religious Education space including the Great Room and Kitchen spaces
Religious Education space: What works?
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Natural lighting is good
No opinion on classrooms
Great Room & Kitchen are adequate for small functions such as, children’s chapel and
community night
Some of the classrooms
Small rooms are nice for meetings and adult classes. I assume they work for the children as
well.
I lack sufficient first-hand knowledge to comment on the children’s RE or youth program, so
will leave that discussion to others
Nice coffee-hour space
Individual rooms
Classrooms are in good location
Easy-clean floor
Good light
We make it work in spite of very limited space
The coffee and food are good [after-service coffee hour]
We have a separate RE Building and a room for fellowship

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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3.c Religious Education space including the Great Room and Kitchen spaces
Religious Education space: What works?
CM

 There are usable bathrooms in the nursery (green room) and behind the Great Room
-

Religious Education space: What doesn’t work?
H
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 Noise level
RE Great Room and Kitchen –
 Too small
 Bad acoustics
 Storage closets not convenient
 RE Great Room – acoustics a problem in a square room. This is an uncomfortable space.
 Kitchen is too small for congregation size
 Great Room: as a social hall and cooking area
 Classrooms: we need more of them
 Great Room has to be double duty, i.e., is used for social activities and children’s chapel at the
same time
 Great Room lacks sufficient electrical outlets
 Height of room inappropriate and wasteful
 Room lacks flow for meals/snacks/coffee service
 Kitchen TOO SMALL!!
 Dining area too small [both statements refer to RE Great Room]
 Acoustics
 Too small
 Kitchen too small
 Great Room too small
 Acoustics are poor [Great Room]
 Kitchen space too small
 Great Room was not designed well!! Noisy and should have been made larger with growth of
the church in mind
 Ceiling is way too high
 Sometimes the space is too small for a sit-down dinner

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Religious Education space: What doesn’t work?
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Too small
Not big enough for large groups [Great Room]
Kitchen
Eating space
Sound level – too much echo
Limited outdoor shaded areas for children and adults – we don’t use our outdoors much
Gendered bathrooms
Also congested
Kitchen inadequate
Great Room inadequate for meals
No serving space for meals
Noise abatement [does not work]
It’s ugly!
Plastic green chairs
The RE room [Great Room] space – really hard to hear in there
Kitchen has to be enlarged
Too noisy!
“Great Room” as a place for coffee and conversation
Terrible acoustics, the din is such that I often avoid it or flee with my coffee
Blockage of doors
Too small – Great Room
Social space is cramped
Sound is echo-y
Kitchen is totally inadequate, even for able-bodied folks
Everyone using the space and bumping the kids out on Sunday mornings – it’s their space
Classes too small, not safe
No room for infants
No worship area for children
Very poor storage
Great Room much too small for fellowship
Kitchen unspeakable

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Religious Education space: What doesn’t work?
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Air flow is poor
Lighting is poor
Acoustics are non-existent
Insufficient electrical connections throughout
It’s not a secure area for children
Some of the bathrooms
RE Great Room as RE sacred space for children’s worship
Storage
Playground space
Abominable Kitchen
Acoustics
Too small for church fellowship gatherings
A bit cramped
There is a Kitchen in the Great Room, but this room is very noisy and not big enough for
setting up “conversation/fellowship” tables
Acoustics!
Great Room – acoustics are bad
Room is too small to accommodate “eating” events when tables and chairs are used
Kitchen space too small
Appliances inadequate
Patrick does a beautiful job of giving us a lovely, delicious coffee time after the service. The
room is not big enough now.
There is no flow and people get jammed together and it feels a little claustrophobic.
Great Room is too small
This includes the Kitchen
Great Room is too small
Wheelchair is a problem during coffee hour [congested area]
Completely inadequate storage
Horrible noise management
An absolutely undersized Kitchen
Activities/classes are constantly interrupted/impacted by people walking through
Great Room-not large enough by at least 50%

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Kitchen should be 2x larger
Acoustics are poor
Kitchen, especially dishwasher, is inadequate
Acoustics are too noisy now
Large congregational gatherings and meals are difficult
Food preparation is difficult for large functions
Everything said about the meeting space applies to everything else for which we use the RE
Building. We have very little PRIVATE meeting space. Storage also is an issue. We are straining
the capacity of every facility we have. The great-room is, in actuality, the RE-Great Room. Yet
the RE cannot use the room for a lot of things due to it being a shared space with the church.
The fact that the WIFI/NETWORKING is in a closet locked off in the DRE's office is a challenge
The RE Great Room should not be used as an adult social hall
Furnishings, clutter, makes space less efficient than it could be
Kitchen too small – way too small
Appliances need updating – commercial stuff
Great Room too noisy and too small/creative space handling needed
Kitchen is way too small and storage is too far away
RE Great Room is now too small for many activities
Ceiling is too high (voices get lost in the air)
Kitchen too small
Great Room not big enough and is too noisy
RE Great Room is a disaster, especially for large groups
Need to pay attention to sound quality so that us old folks can hear ourselves and others
The Great Room, as the largest multi-purpose gathering space on the campus, is much too
small to accommodate the current congregation, let alone a hoped-for expanded one.
Acoustics in Great Room
Great Room too small and noisy
Single Kitchen entry makes it harder for several people to work in the Kitchen
Needs to be bigger

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Too loud
Kitchen could be larger
Too small
Kitchen needs to have better appliances (stove, refrigerator, dishwasher)
Kitchen too small
Needs more storage
RE Great Room as social hall
RE Building as meeting rooms
Acoustics
Too small for meals
Kitchen space very small
Need more space
The room itself [RE Great Room]
RE classrooms are too small for the activities of the youth, as well as too small for meetings
The Great Room isn't large enough for everyone to sit down together
Entry is a bottleneck at the only entrance directly into the [Great] room
The acoustics are awful
The light switches are away from the main entrance
Kitchen is too small for more than two people to work together, and does not support such
activities as Chocoholic Frolic, Thanksgiving and Seder dinners.
WiFi is sketchy
Storage is inadequate, and used primarily for archived records and misc. junk, with everything
needed by the RE teachers crammed into one space
Tables & chairs must be set up, taken down, and perhaps transported from other parts of the
campus
Playgroup and childcare use RE materials and vice versa
Fenced outdoor play area small, unshaded and covered with goat heads.
-

Religious Education space: How can the space be improved?
H
I
J
K








Larger Great Room and Kitchen with new appliances
Possibly dropping the ceiling in the Great Room
Turn space over to RE with the Kitchen included
Reconfigure storage and include lighting

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Build a large separate social hall with commercial Kitchen
Add another wing of classrooms and bathrooms
Need separate fellowship area or new room for children’s chapel
Some flow issues could be solved with signage (keep area around coffee urn clear)
Electrical shortcomings could be improved with additional outlets
Larger
Better Kitchen
Need a larger Great Room
Need a larger Kitchen
False ceilings?
Expand to the east including the room to the east and move the entrance wall east to meet
the east wall of the previously mentioned room. Cost might not be worth the effort.
Bigger dishwasher
Expand Kitchen
Expand dining space
Kitchen could be more spacious
Maintain and organize storage spaces
Think about the acoustics needed for a large room filled with lots of people (Great Room)
Classrooms might be larger with both locked and open storage maintained
New stove
Two dishwashers
Labels for each room
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Larger social space
Start over and double the space with a commercial Kitchen and storage space
Use it for what it was designed for, not for fellowship, truffle sales, meals, etc., for the whole
church
Tear it down
Reserve the RE Building strictly for RE
SHADE
Change the storage locks and restrict key access
Tons of shredded rubber and industrial playground equipment professionally installed
We need a larger commercial Kitchen and more room
Expand the Great Room
Put in better sound deadening devices
Have small tables set up every Sunday for people to sit and talk
Enlarged by at least by 3 or 4!
Some of our members cannot hold a cup of coffee and handle a small plate at the same time
so we might have some small tables available.
The room needs to be big enough to have an area for the food and drink that keeps it out of
the corners. We seem to all stand right in front of the coffee pot.
The sound is bad in the Great Room so people have to stand or sit close together to converse.
We also need an area for committee and event displays
The Kitchen needs updated appliances and we need a good garbage disposal in the sink.
It would be wonderful if we could design a rolling counter unit that we could roll out to work
as a Kitchen counter, food service area then roll it back into the Kitchen and draw a folding
wall across so the Kitchen would "disappear" and you would just have a large community
meeting room.
Have a larger space
Expand space
Sunlight would be nice, adjustable for Great Room
Addressing storage issues
Noise management
Traffic flow

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Religious Education space: How can the space be improved?
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BP
BQ
BR
BS
BT

BU
BV
BW

So that classes aren’t interrupted
Enlarge Great Room by at least 50%
Enlarge Kitchen 2x
Improve acoustics
A larger gathering space
Much more space so all of congregation can eat together
Commercial Kitchen for large events and Chocoholic Frolic preparation
Each room should be given basic multimedia (a screen/video player), Improved HVAC, and
sound proofing
Return the RE Building to religious education for children
Build a social hall to meet the needs of a growing congregation
Setup/change furniture to accommodate small groups
New building please
Expand Kitchen with commercial dishwasher
Have Kitchen storage next to Kitchen
Expand RE Great Room and lower ceiling to fix acoustic issues
Large enough space for congregational meals
Carpeting?
Some sound absorbing materials badly needed
Space is also too small for our large groups to sit and interact comfortably
And then there’s the Kitchen disaster…
The Kitchen is totally inadequate-what the church needs is a good, commercial Kitchen with
lots of counter space and hyper-efficient dishwashers that wash and sanitize dishes in five
minutes
I don’t know enough about RE classes to comment
Great Room needs sound-proofing
Car access to load/unload

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Religious Education space: How can the space be improved?
 Car access to drop off elderly or disabled persons
CG
CH
CI
CJ

CK
CL





















CM




For RE, I don’t know
As a social hall, must be enlarged or replaced
Need more space
Update the Kitchen area
Updated and expanded Kitchen
Better acoustics
Different configuration
Bigger room
Better acoustics
Larger fellowship hall with storage for dishes, paper goods, non-perishable food items, tables
and seating.
Commercial Kitchen with commercial appliances and lots of cabinets and drawers.
Two or three entrances to fellowship hall from outside.
Larger bathrooms with more stalls and handicap access.
Larger classrooms with bathrooms in each, storage for materials used for that particular class.
Separate storage for playgroup and child care materials.
Ideally, Fellowship and RE should be in clearly defined, separate spaces.
Office for DRE and office for other staff and volunteers in RE Building.
Large, fenced-in outdoor play area with shading and appropriate ground cover; easily
accessed from RE Building.
Access between RE Building and outdoor worship areas.
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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d. Adult Enrichment class space (any spaces used for these classes); overall,
how does the space work? (Check one)
Total responding to question………………………….
Very well
Moderately well
Not very well
Not at all
No opinion

Number
72
10
29
6
0
27

Percent
100
14
40
8
0
38

3.d Adult Enrichment class space (any space(s) used for these classes)
Adult Enrichment class space: What works?
H
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L
M
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O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
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AB
AC
AD
AE
AF



























Adequate space for the number of participants and the number of [classes] offered
Adequate space for the number of participants and the number of [classes] offered
Use of [both] Library and Religious Education Building spaces
Sufficient space in Library or RE rooms for classes
Plenty of rooms
Depends on class using the space
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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3.d Adult Enrichment class space (any space(s) used for these classes)
Adult Enrichment class space: What works?
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BD
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BG
BH
BI
BJ
BK
BL

Usually in the Library and it has worked well
See Library notes above
Provided classes can be held in the Library, things work pretty well
The Adult Enrichment Coordinator who finds teachers & topics and schedules classes around
the availability of limited space. This may actually improve class attendance
Amount of space
I assume the same things work or don’t work that I have mentioned in the questions about
meeting spaces
Classes that I have attended or given usually involved from 6-10 people only
Tables can be arranged to facilitate presentation and discussion
Having multiple classrooms is what works
Good space for small groups
We do have plenty of rooms for adult classes
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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3.d Adult Enrichment class space (any space(s) used for these classes)
Adult Enrichment class space: What works?
BM
BN
BO
BP
BQ
BR
BS
BT
BU
BV
BW
BX
BY
BZ
CA
CB
CC
CD
CE
CF
CG
CH
CI
CJ
CK
CL
CM

 Classes I have attended in the Library have worked well
 Everything said about the meeting space applies to everything else for which we use the RE
Building.
 Library and the RE classrooms that are used for teens
 The Library works for Adult Enrichment classes
 Library
 RE rooms although furniture not comfortable or suitable
 Library and RE Great Room work fairly well
 RE rooms not so well
 The Library is the only space that comes even close to being large or comfortable enough to
accommodate adult classes
 Haven’t experienced
 Again, for number of individuals in any class, seems to accommodate everyone well
 Most spaces seem big enough
 Library works well
 Easy access to office
 When classes are small – Library works pretty good
 Classes are generally informal
 Most of my classes have been in Library. Adequate.
 The Library is adequate but in such high demand
 Classes are small so most of our spaces work
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Adult Enrichment class space: What doesn’t work?
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Adaptability needs to be easier – chairs, tables
Scheduling several classes at same time
Each group wants to store belongings in the RE rooms and move the RE class things out [then]
do not put the rooms back into their original conformation
Too small for more than a few [people]
Not enough spaces on campus for multiple classes at the same time
More classes than available openings in Library
No AV

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Adult Enrichment class space: What doesn’t work?
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Poor air flow
No assisted listening devices
Insufficient and difficult to reach electrical outlets
Area subject to interruption
Some of the RE classrooms when conflicts cause things to be juggled they all have problems
with the issues below:
Heating/cooling
Lighting
Internet access
Electrical access
Storage space inadequate
Kitchen space and appliances [seems to belong in RE space]
I assume the same things work or don’t work that I have mentioned in the questions about
meeting spaces
Similar to statements about RE, the classrooms have inadequate storage
Furniture/seating has to be constantly moved, adjusted
There are no dedicated screens or supplies like flip charts, etc.
The rooms are inefficient and often have acoustic problems
Constant problems with temperature control
Acoustics are difficult to work around
A/V usually has to be jerry-rigged
Conflict if all [adult] classes want to use Library
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Adult Enrichment class space: What doesn’t work?
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RE classrooms for smaller children [do not work as adult classrooms]
All other rooms (depending on size of class, of course)
Most classes prefer Library, which makes it necessary to hire two childcare providers if
childcare is requested
Library cannot accommodate all requests
Several of the RE rooms are pretty disgusting
Could we get some decent furniture and insist on everyone respectfully use it?
[The Library] unfortunately, is a pass-through space, which makes confidential sharing difficult
Rooms are double booked sometimes, don’t know where you will end up
Need tables and chairs – not always available
RE rooms – size and furniture doesn’t work for adults
Not sure what A/V equipment is available
The chairs are really uncomfortable
It would be lovely to be able to spread out on couches or arm chairs for 10-12 people
There is a lot of competition for space - AE classes, meetings, playgroup, worship, etc.
Inadequate AV support for adult classes.
Tables & chairs must be set up and taken down, and I've even sat in AE classes in youth chairs
and at low youth tables.
Difficult to break-out into smaller workgroups as spaces are small.
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Adult Enrichment class space: How can the space be improved?
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Adaptability needs to be easier – chairs, tables
By building more class rooms and a social hall
Provide a storage are for adult classes
The classrooms are often messy
Comfortable spaces with sofas, easy chairs, to create a non-meeting environment
Better rooms for adult classes; i.e., rooms that will accommodate adult-sized furniture plus AV
equipment
 Assisted listening capability

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Adult Enrichment class space: How can the space be improved?
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Better air flow
Good lighting
Not in high traffic area
The campus needs improved lighting, thermostats, safe electrical access, and an improved
computer network.
I assume the same things work or don’t work that I have mentioned in the questions about
meeting spaces
Renovating or replacing these rooms so they address these concerns
Improve temperature control
Better space for more than 20 people
Better A/V
Each room should be given basic multimedia (a screen/video player), Improved HVAC, and
sound proofing
Cannot improve for these purposes
If we want adult meeting spaces then build them
RE Great Room works for smaller activities, but fills easily

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Adult Enrichment class space: How can the space be improved?
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As mentioned earlier, acoustics need improvement
Comfortable chairs/sofas that will take wear well
May need reminders for folks to treat furniture with some respect-we all contribute to buying
and maintaining church property
It would be helpful to have several class/meeting rooms dedicated to adult classes and
meetings
Addition of meeting rooms for adults
Ability to have “breakout” space for small group discussions
This could be combined with the designated meeting/conference spaces if necessary. But we
do need classrooms for adults as well as children, with AV support, nearby bathrooms, and
furniture appropriate to adult sizes.
If we share AV equipment, it should be centrally-stored.
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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e. Meeting space (any space used for meetings); overall, how does the space
work? (Check one)
Number
Percent
Total responding to question………………………….
77
100
Very well
9
12
Moderately well
45
58
Not very well
13
17
Not at all
1
1
No opinion
9
12

3.e Meeting space (any space used for meetings)
Meeting space: What works?
H
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Library works well for most meetings
Size of rooms OK for many meetings
Sanctuary, RE Great Room, class rooms, Library and Lobby all work but not for large groups
Sufficient space in Library or RE rooms
Plenty of rooms
The Library is good committee meeting space
Library, RE Great Room, and RE [class]rooms have all worked reasonably well for meetings
Even Lobby and Sanctuary work for groups such as Peace VillageGood tech
Comfy chairs
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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3.e Meeting space (any space used for meetings)
Meeting space: What works?
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There is usually a room available in RE
Not sure
The Library holds a lot of people for large meetings
The Library is the only really suitable meeting space because it can seat 10-15 people
Big screen TV is nice
Sanctuary, Lobby, Library with lighting, heating and cooling issues
RE Great Room with hearing [acoustic] and electrical issues
2 RE classrooms with heating/cooling, lighting, furniture, and electrical access problems
Library works well for meetings
Small rooms in the RE wing are ok for small meetings, up to about 10
The Library can accommodate a few more, but it is a public space
Space with various sizes [meeting rooms of various sizes]
I can only speak for Gallery Committee meetings that I have attended. They are held in the
Lobby. This is not the best meeting space because people have to come and go through the
space to reach other areas of the building.
Adequate space when the Library is available
RE classrooms are fine for small meetings
Library when available
The Library is good for small meetings, but is often full
Library, small meetings fine; larger meetings not so fine
The meetings that I have gone to have plenty of room and space to move tables in the Library

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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3.e Meeting space (any space used for meetings)
Meeting space: What works?
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Hanging the computer screen has helped
We make due but none of the meeting spaces are perfect
Small committees can meet
Space for small groups generally is ok
We have plenty of classrooms to be used
Committee meetings I have attended in the Library, Lobby, and RE classrooms have mostly
worked well
We have a lot of meeting space. The Library is a good small group meeting space. Some of the
class rooms are well furnished for their target groups as well as serving as flexible meeting
spaces.
Lobby, Library, and some RE spaces
I only know about choir, bridge and Caring Committee. Space is adequate for bridge and
Caring Committee but doesn’t work for choir.
The Library is the right sized room for meetings and the table arrangement is good for
meetings
Also good to have screen projection from a computer
Library
Depends on the nature of the meeting
Spaces for small groups are big enough in general
Library and Lobby minimally
The Library is the only space that comes even close to being large or comfortable enough to
accommodate [most meetings].
Only have been to Social Action [Committee] meetings in the Library
For number of members at committee meetings, space seems to be sufficient
Closed doors in RE meeting room
Space seems to be adequate
If RE is available, lots of options
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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3.e Meeting space (any space used for meetings)
Meeting space: What works?
CH
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Library works for most meetings that I attend
The RE rooms are ok for small meetings
Sanctuary provides more seating for Roundtable
RE classrooms ok for small meetings
Library is cozy space
-

Meeting space: What doesn’t work?
H
I
J
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Q
R
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T
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Not large enough
Conflicts trying to reserve meeting space
“All-church” meetings
People needing to pass through space during a meeting
“All-church” meetings
People needing to pass through space during a meeting
Large group meetings
I usually feel like I’m sitting in a RE classroom instead of a meeting room
Too few [meeting spaces] create conflicts
Classrooms are not good meeting spaces
Demand for the Library leads to scheduling conflicts
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Meeting space: What doesn’t work?

AH
AI
AJ
AK
AL
AM
AN
















AO
AP





AC
AD
AE
AF
AG

AS
AT
AU
AV
AW
AX
AY
AZ
BA


















BB
BC




AQ

AR

Would prefer not to use RE rooms
Library is best with tables set up, but there is only one [Library], so difficult to book
More adult meeting rooms w/ table and chairs adult-sized
Conference room
The sound system! [we do not understand this as there is no sound system]
Competing scheduling
Sometimes there are conflicts regarding who gets to meet where because the facilities are in
use so much more
This is a good sign
The Library is a crossroads, so people are always coming and going. This disturbs meetings and
prevents confidential discussions.
The lighting is ugh.
In all meeting rooms, air flow horrible
Access to electrical outlets difficult
Needs proper AV and easier access to same
Need at least 3 meeting rooms the size of Library and with easier ADA access
Comfortable temperature control in all areas
RE classrooms are not designed for adult meetings and have light/shade issues
Sometimes conflicts for scheduling meetings
Getting chairs and tables into a meeting room can be difficult
Library space isn’t large enough
Having people knocking on the door to get in to get into the janitor’s closet or the Sanctuary,
or to get something in the Kitchen in the Lobby, or out of the cabinets
Occasional limited space
Conflict in scheduling

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Meeting space: What doesn’t work?
BD

BE
BF
BG

BH

BI
BJ
BK
BL
BM
BN
BO

BP
BQ
BR
BS
BT

BU
BV
BW
BX
BY
BZ

 It is hard to feel your meeting is serious work when you are sitting in a kiddie chair or spread
out on old sofas
 Confidentiality was sometimes a problem for Committee on Ministry
 Library is not good for larger meetings
 Having to constantly move furniture and equipment
 Lack of truly confidential meeting spaces
 Lack of technology permanently installed
 Noise issues from adjacent spaces
 Larger groups, between 15-20, are difficult to accommodate
 Hard to communicate with boards [white boards, flip charts]
 No place to store committee things (banners, flags, etc.)
 Meeting in “hall space” is not best [Lobby]
 Conflict if all [adult] classes want to use Library
 Need more space for committee meetings during weekday evenings
 We have very little PRIVATE meeting space. Storage also is an issue. We are straining the
capacity of every facility we have. The great-room is, in actuality, the RE Great Room. Yet the
RE cannot use the room for a lot of things due to it being a shared space with the church.
 Library, Lobby, and RE Great Room are the only desirable spaces, and there are always
conflicts and negotiations
 For meetings during the day, since the Library door also serves as an entry to the office, there
can be too much traffic through the room during meetings
 Every other meeting room [doesn’t work]!
 Other rooms are hot (or at least stuffy) and small. Good for small playrooms or classrooms but
not for meetings.
 Meetings in the Library are interrupted when others pass through to the office
 Depends on the nature of the meeting
 Library-lots of interruptions because of having to go through that space to get to offices, mail,
etc.
 Library and Lobby – as I pass through and interrupt meetings when I arrive to rehearse in
Sanctuary or use copier in the office
 [The Library], unfortunately, is a pass-through space, which makes confidential sharing
difficult.

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Meeting space: What doesn’t work?
CA
CB
CC
CD
CE
CF
CG
CH
CI
CJ
CK
CL

CM






















Tables not available
Uncomfortable
Lobby used for greeter meetings. Can conflict with Gallery openings (if on the same Sunday)
Large meetings in the RE rooms
Visuals difficult to read/see from back of Library during Roundtable
Inadequate seating in Library with need to set up and take down tables & chairs.
No storage for chairs and tables, AV equipment when not in use.
Using RE classrooms and Lobby for meetings means tables must be transported to meeting
room, chairs also must be brought into meetings.
Inadequate AV support, and screens and players must be transported to meeting.
Storage for frequently used materials for meetings is not available.
People traipse through meetings in the Library to get to the office.
Not enough designated meeting space with good acoustics

Meeting space: How can the space be improved?
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P

Q













Need more meeting rooms
Creating a “dedicated use” room for smaller meeting
Creating a “multi-use” room for congregational meetings
Creating a “dedicated use” room for smaller meeting
Creating a “multi-use” room for congregational meetings
Build a new Sanctuary and social hall
Need dedicated space in meeting room for committee storage
A few of the classrooms should be sufficiently cleaned up to be usable for any meeting
(church or rental)
 We should try to rent out meeting space if rooms look/feel more like meeting rooms
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Meeting space: How can the space be improved?
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
AA
AB
AC
AD
AE
















AF
AG
AH
AI
AJ
AK
AL
AM
AN
AO
AP

























AQ

AR

AS

Add two more dedicated meeting rooms
Rooms with tables/workspace that don’t require dismantling RE arrangements then setting
them back up (leaving it like you found it)
Better scheduling
Use the Library for study space
Improve the lighting
Building new meeting space with appropriate amenities: white board, AV/IT, storage, etc.
Increase number of good meeting rooms
Have AV in each one and plenty of electrical outlets
Improve air flow
Reduce noise levels
Sensible, programmable thermostat controls
Better lighting
Sound dampening apparatus
Electrical outlets
A coherently, professionally designed and managed wireless network
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Meeting space: How can the space be improved?
AT
AU
AV
AW
AX
AY
AZ
BA










BB
BC
BD
BE
BF
BG
BH
BI
BJ
BK
BL
BM
BN
BO

















BP
BQ
BR
BS
BT
BU
BV
BW










BX
BY





Additional meeting space for groups would be helpful
With dedicated space for meetings
I don’t think much can change about this space [Gallery meetings are held in the Gallery or
Lobby] unless we move the meetings to somewhere else
Additional space for large committees
New chairs, these are uniformly disliked leftovers from the Spanish Inquisition
Dedicated meeting spaces with conference tables, seating, dedicated screens
Sound-proofed rooms
Create several small, private spaces for small groups
I suspect that larger, more comfortable space and seating would improve attendance
Might be nice to have another room besides the Library with A/V equipment
Need more space
Each room should be given basic multimedia (a screen/video player), Improved HVAC, and
sound proofing
Build more meeting spaces
Have a room for meetings that does not share a door with the entry to the office
Larger spaces with (again) better ventilation
Think about traffic moving through the room (any room). If it’s a meeting room it should be
free of distractions and interruptions from ongoing church activities.
Not
Create specific meeting spaces where private meetings can occur

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Meeting space: How can the space be improved?
BZ
CA
CB
CC
CD
CE
CF
CG
CH
CI
CJ
CK
CL

CM

 It would be helpful to have several class/meeting rooms dedicated to adult classes and
meetings
 Need more rooms with more space designed for working meetings
 A/V and computer access as needed and where needed
 Small, medium, and large meeting rooms
 The ability to add/divide by hotel ball-room style dividers
 Designated conference rooms of varying sizes or classrooms with adequate storage for tables
and chairs needed for meetings.
 Storage space for meeting materials frequently used (e.g. Sunday Services meeting may need
hymnals, preview screens for any video or musical additions to service)
 WiFi connection to access calendar
 Nearby landline telephone to communicate with office or emergency services.
=

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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f. Office work space; overall, how does the space work? (Check one)
Total responding to question………………………….
Very well
Moderately well
Not very well
Not at all
No opinion

Number
78
4
17
21
3
33

Percent
100
5
22
27
4
42

3.f Office work space
Office work space: What works?
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
AA

AB
AC




























Minister’s office and admin office with [when can also use] Library
RE director’s office seems to work ok
Sufficient room for Marion’s [the office manager] and minister’s desks
Small but works for one person
Close to parking lot
Sufficient
We seem to be able to get work done
[Checked “Not very well] but says ask Marion and Sue (Offc Mgr & Minister)
In outer office, there is access to printer [copier] when needed by committees
Friendly staff
Minister’s office seems open and welcoming
Copier
Love Rev Sue’s office ambience

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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3.f Office work space
Office work space: What works?
AD
AE
AF
AG
AH
AI
AJ
AK
AL
AM
AN
AO
AP
AQ
AR
AS
AT
AU
AV
AW
AX
AY
AZ
BA
BB
BC
BD
BE
BF
BG
BH
BI
BJ
BK





































It seems to be working well
Accessible
Nothing
Religious Education Director’s office space
Minister’s office space
Having staff in a position to screen visitors to the minister’s office
Minimally functional with current staff
I have not worked in the office so I don’t know what works
Comfortable office space
Seems to work for Marion – ask Marion
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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3.f Office work space
Office work space: What works?
BL
BM
BN
BO






BP




























BQ
BR
BS
BT
BU
BV
BW
BX
BY
BZ
CA
CB
CC
CD
CE
CF
CG
CH
CI
CJ
CK
CL
CM

It is possible to find it and get info
I'm not best suited for this. But the fact that the offices are all in one building is best for teambuilding.
Susan Freudenthal’s [Director of Religious Education] space
Rev. Sue Redfern-Campbell [works] minimally
Room enough for employees to work
Current spaces are light-filled and pleasant, but the arrangement needs improvement
Orchids and other plants grow well there
Stuff fits in the office
Can work in Library if need more space, but not always available
Colorful
Friendly
Having the minister’s office in the office area seems to be a good location
I really don’t use it
Minister’s office has limited access via reception area
-

Office work space: What doesn’t work?
H

-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Office work space: What doesn’t work?
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
AA
AB
AC
AD
AE
AF
AG
AH
AI
AJ
AK
AL
AM
AN
AO
AP





































Admin office by itself [not combined with Library] is too small
Insufficient room for visitors to the office
Seems small
Need desk and computer for church volunteer
Limited space
Office seems very small when it contains 3 or more people
Need more space, storage, better organized
Flow to other offices from outside
Too crowded
Any visitor to the office disturbs the work of the secretary because the bench there invites
people to sit and chat, so rearrangement would be a good thing. No place for confidential or
financial work.
 Too crowded.

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Office work space: What doesn’t work?
AQ

AR

AS
AT
AU
AV
AW

AX
AY
AZ
BA

BB
BC
BD
BE
BF
BG

BH
BI
BJ








































Too small
Not enough storage
Not enough room for reception area
Awkward location that is not ADA accessible
Temperature and airflow awful
Office Manager’s space
Receptionist’s office space is missing (so is the receptionist)
Music Directors office is missing
Sexton’s office space is missing
All of the missing space leads to cramping
Outer office (secretary) too cramped for impromptu gatherings
Bad traffic patterns because space is so small
Always seems crowded
No real surfaces for spreading out work
Combining work space with reception space
The secretary ought to be able to work while visitors are waiting for the minister
Size
Relative location of secretary, RE director, and minister’s office
It seems to me that the office feels cramped and a little cluttered
The flow of traffic is poor
You are almost trapped
It is pretty small
It impacts private meetings held in both Library and minister’s office
No sound-proofing
Signage is very poor
Poor security
Probably not enough space
Is not private
Only one phone doesn’t allow two conversations [simultaneously]
Too crowded when people come in

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Office work space: What doesn’t work?
BK
BL
BM
BN
BO
BP








BQ
BR
BS










BT
BU
BV
BW
BX
BY

BZ
CA
CB
CC
CD
CE
CF
CG
CH
CI
CJ
CK
CL























It is crowded and not terribly well furnished
Office manager’s space being used as reception area, [as workspace for] the office manager,
as workspace for financial matters and as a copy center.
Too small
Need separate room for visitors [reception area], copy machine
Need storage
Strange layout; it’s like a corridor
Not big enough
Although this office is three times bigger than the original office, we have quickly outgrown
the space
Entrance – must enter the Library then the office
Space too small to serve as reception and work space
I have NO OFFICE [Director of Music]
[Stuff] fits [in office] because it has to fit
Very small
Too small!
When I used to help with the bank deposit, our workspace was very limited
Office too small for amount of equipment
Inadequate storage for office supplies
File cabinets scattered throughout offices and Library
Only one computer work station

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Office work space: What doesn’t work?

CM

 This is not about space but: lighting is poor and minister and office manager had to bring in
floor lamps
 Climate control keeps Library cold and offices hot or Library warm and offices cold [HVAC
issues]
-

Office work space: How can the space be improved?
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
AA
AB
AC
AD
AE
AF
AG
AH































Possibly put the Library in a separate building and use current Library as office work space
Provide extra room for small table and several chairs
Larger
We need a much larger main office
We need an office for the Director of Music
I would think if one or more people need to meet with Marion her space is too small, but
there is no space to enlarge it unless make the Library smaller – not a good idea
The office could use more work space
Bigger space for office manager/secretary
Maybe enough room for a 2nd part-time person
Doors separate for Library/office [separate entrances for Library and offices]
Need a reception area
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Office work space: How can the space be improved?
AI
AJ
AK
AL
AM
AN
AO
AP











AR











AS
AT
AU
AV
AW
AX
AY









AZ
BA











AQ

BB
BC
BD
BE
BF

It should be more spacious
Larger space
Empty this space and return to it only those pieces of furniture and equipment that are
essential for the secretary's work.
Then create a different reception area where people can wait comfortably for their
appointments with the minister.
Do whatever is necessary to make this space a work area and not a social area.
Create an adjacent work room where large projects can be addressed.
Start over
Have a real office for the office manager
Separate space for receptionist
Improve air flow, lighting
Move Library away from the offices
Sexton must have own office
Really, the only way to improve the existing space is to make people as comfortable as
possible with adequate lighting and equipment. It is not enough.
More space and storage
Separate areas are needed, with a private work area for working on finances or confidential
records
Move offices to current Sanctuary and enlarge Library by removing all of the offices
Make the space bigger
Put the copy machine in space that is not a common area AND out of view
The office space feels like an add-on that was stuck in at the last minute
There should be a place for secure file storage
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Office work space: How can the space be improved?

BQ
BR
BS
BT
BU
BV
BW
BX
BY




























BZ




BG

BH
BI
BJ
BK
BL
BM
BN
BO
BP




CA
CB




Better floor plan, traffic flow
I sure that storage can be improved there
Better signage
A more professional appearance
Should be easier to find from the street [signage]
Should have better views of the campus
Needs to be larger or add a 2nd office
Enlarge and furnish
Build more space
Separate reception area from office manager
Move the DRE and minister’s offices away from reception for privacy
Build office space for the Director of Music
Secretary’s space needs to be larger, or certainly more square
Bigger
Create an office for Director of Music with at least three filing cabinets, shelving for reference
books, workstation with computer and printer
Separate reception from office manager
The Administrator needs her/his own office, rather than to work in the Reception area. The
confidentiality of financial records is jeopardized in the current arrangement, and the
Administrator is constantly interrupted.
Office spaces aren’t contiguous, and in one case (the DRE’s office) are separated by a public
space (the Library). At times, staff members can’t use the rest room without interrupting a
meeting.
There is no dedicated work space for church officers or volunteers.
People coming to see the minister either have to go through the Reception area, with loss of
privacy, or come through the difficult-to-access back door of the minister’s study.
More room

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Office work space: How can the space be improved?
CC
CD
CE
CF
CG
CH
CI
CJ
CK
CL

CM
























Independent climate control
If it were larger, it would be better
Same old song! Bigger is better.
A worktable for money counting
A better calculator needed
Reception area that is only a reception area
Separate room for copier and office supplies.
Office for manager doesn't do double duty as reception.
Separate space (away from reception and office manager for Minister, DRE, Music Director,
Facilities manager and any additional staff.
Minister should have a large office with space for conferences and small meetings
Office Manager's space(s) should be out of main flow of traffic to decrease interruptions
File room for storage and archiving of materials
Fireproof storage for CDs, DVDs, memory sticks, etc.
Multiple computer workstations with access to printer
Adequate phone connections between offices.
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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g. Facilities work space (any space involved in facilities management); overall,
how does the space work? (Check one)
Number
Percent
Total responding to question………………………….
69
100
Very well
2
3
Moderately well
6
9
Not very well
16
23
Not at all
3
4
No opinion
42
61

3.g Facilities work space (any space involved in facilities management)
Facilities work space: What works?
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V

















W
X
Y
Z
AA







-

AB
AC
AD

There is a tool closet to hold yard tools
Thus far, facilities has not required a dedicated work space. One file drawer plus the tool
room serves.
Dedicated staff and volunteers!

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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3.g Facilities work space (any space involved in facilities management)
Facilities work space: What works?
AE
AF
AG
AH
AI
AJ
AK
AL
AM
AN
AO
AP
AQ















AR



AS
AT
AU
AV
AW
AX
AY
AZ
BA





















BB
BC
BD
BE
BF
BG
BH
BI
BJ

It seems ok to me, ask Carlos
Not much
There is at least one facilities closet in the RE Building and Lobby making them convenient for
those locations
All facilities work space is doing double and triple duty to the point that it is not actually
facilities work space
Most things can be put a way
I really don’t know much about this
I don’t have much knowledge of
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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3.g Facilities work space (any space involved in facilities management)
Facilities work space: What works?
BK
BL
BM
BN
BO
BP
BQ
BR
BS
BT
BU
BV
BW
BX
BY
BZ
CA
CB
CC
CD
CE
CF
CG
CH
CI
CJ
CK
CL
CM
































Having some space designated only for facilities/work tools
Some of the closets work minimally well
Don’t know enough about facilities equipment or use and cannot comment
There is storage space, but need lots more
Maybe inventory all we need to store before plans finalized
Minimally at present
I lack sufficient knowledge to answer this one.
I don’t know much about this. Is it maintenance storage, restrooms?
-

Facilities work space: What doesn’t work?
H
I

-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Facilities work space: What doesn’t work?
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
AA




















AB
AC
AD
AE
AF
AG
AH
AI
AJ
AK
AL
AM
AN
AO
AP
AQ



















Tool closet is not big enough
Marion and Carlos seem to have to keep in mind many scattered storage areas – sheds,
closets, area behind Sanctuary
Does anyone know where everything is stored or even what is stored?
Not enough storage and poorly organized
Too small and disjointed
No office for sexton

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Facilities work space: What doesn’t work?

AR
AS
AT
AU
AV
AW

AX
AY
AZ
BA
BB
BC
BD
BE
BF
BG
BH
BI
BJ
BK
BL
BM
BN
BO
BP
BQ

 Storage spread all over the place and not controlled; i.e., secure. We have a creeping storage
problem because everyone feels free to use all of the closets wherever they are and
regardless of to whom they belong.
 IT equipment is not secure
 Too small, unsecured, not dedicated to original intent and the largest storage space, the
garage on the rental property, is to be demolished
 There doesn’t seem to be much, if any, designate space for facilities management
 More storage space needed all over campus; i.e., wheelchair should not be stored in women’s
restroom
 Gallery pedestals crowd Lobby closet
 Lobby Kitchen always looks messy because of lack of storage space
 Storage closets are often crowded, so getting things in and out can be difficult
 Size of Sanctuary’s heating and cooling room
 The only thing I do know, there is not enough space for storage
 What we have is not big enough and not very clean
 Not enough space
 Encroachment of designated space
 When I was chair, there was inadequate storage space for: tools, spare furniture, records
(archives), etc.
 Most of the storage spaces are not secured, not assigned, and are stuffed willy nilly by anyone
 The largest facilities storage space is scheduled for demolition
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Facilities work space: What doesn’t work?
BR
BS
BT
BU
BV
BW
BX
BY
BZ
CA
CB
CC
CD
CE
CF
CG
CH
CI
CJ
CK
CL

CM
























Not enough storage for tools, etc.
Gallery/janitor/random-stuff closet in Lobby
All facilities space is shared by everyone else
Larger space, garage on Tice Property, is set to be bulldozed
Closet holds both furnace, gas can, cans of paint – does not seem safe
We have stuff stored everywhere – cleaning supplies, paint, tools, lawn-care supplies and
equipment, light bulbs, etc.
 We have stuff in closets and in out-buildings
 I’m not sure anyone knows where everything is
-

Facilities work space: How can the space be improved?
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O










A workshop for the custodian [sexton] would be nice.
Need several tool sheds to hold everything

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Facilities work space: How can the space be improved?
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
AA
AB
AC
AD
AE
AF
AG
AH
AI
AJ
AK
AL
AM
AN
AO
AP
AQ

AR

AS
AT
AU







































Is there an organizational scheme for consolidating storage in a limited location?
No one has “ownership” of closets or junk
Perhaps ownership should be designated so they are “purged” occasionally
Centralize, catalog [?]
Need closet near office space
Closets need to be much bigger for equipment (waxers, vacuums, mops, brooms, supplies)
Should include a slop sink in each closet and good lighting
Change the locks
Restrict keys or use programmable locking system
Throw away some of the junk that is crammed into closets, shed and garage
Need designated space for safe and efficient storage of supplies and materials associated with
facilities management

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Facilities work space: How can the space be improved?
AV
AW
AX
AY
AZ
BA











BB
BC
BD
BE
BF
BG
BH
BI
BJ
BK
BL
BM
BN
BO
BP

BQ
BR
BS
BT
BU
BV
BW
BX




























May need workspace for maintenance projects as well
More storage areas.
There should be separate space for storage of tables and chairs, committee items and craft
supplies from the janitor’s cleaning supply and maintenance areas.
The storage areas should have proper equipment to store tables and chairs so they could be
moved and transported on the storage racks to the area where they are to be used.
Create plenty of storage space in future
Building or supplying added space
Designating space only for [a specific] purpose
Organize and develop policy for assigned space and responsibility [for maintaining]
Condense, reuse, throw away
Build more secure facilities storage space and storage space for others or the same thing will
occur
Expand and organize
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Facilities work space: How can the space be improved?
BY
BZ
CA
CB
CC
CD
CE
CF
CG
CH
CI
CJ
CK
CL
CM



















There is not enough storage space!
When space is increased, secure facilities workspaces
More of it
Separate shed for flammable items
Could always use more storage space
Central storage in each building for materials used in that building
Garden shed for storage of outdoor maintenance equipment, chemicals, etc.
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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h. Outdoor space; overall, how does the space work? (Check one)
Total responding to question………………………….
Very well
Moderately well
Not very well
Not at all
No opinion

Number
77
7
41
22
2
5

Percent
100
9
53
29
3
6

3.h Outdoor space
Outdoor space: What works?
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
AA
AB
AC



























Big space
Parking
Area along Solano is improving
Abundant space
Abundant space
Lawns and gardens
Some grassy areas
Some shade
We have lots of space
The front street landscaping is looking nice [“Solano strip”]
Walkway from Sanctuary to Great Room is shaded and benches for conversation and enjoying
the flowers
We have a good campus
It requires regular maintenance
Grounds are comfortable to sit, hang out and socialize
Kids have space to move
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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3.h Outdoor space
Outdoor space: What works?
AD
AE
AF
AG
AH
AI
AJ
AK
AL
AM
AN
AO
AP
AQ
AR

AS
AT
AU
AV
AW
AX
AY
AZ
BA
BB


































Playground
There are parts that are lovely, flowers, flowering trees – always a delight
The Solano strip is also much improved
Looks beautiful
There is improvement here, but there is no flow
It looks attractive except for the “back 40”
The inner courtyard [between Library and Gallery]
Plantings near RE Building and office
Seating
Amount of space is wonderful
It’s currently not an eyesore except for the apartments and back 40
South parking lot
Labyrinth
Meditation garden
Courtyard between Library and Sanctuary
Courtyard between Library and RE Building
The new and improving Solano strip
I really like our outdoor services. It takes work to set up and tear down, but it works.
There is a fair amount of open space
Space is plentiful to expand beyond present equipment now fenced in [play equipment?]
Outside space is often usable in fall and winter
Grassy area for children to walk on and play
The fact that we have buildings and a campus area where we can meet, hold services, and
have community events is wonderful
 We have plenty of outdoor space
 This is a great asset

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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3.h Outdoor space
Outdoor space: What works?
BC
BD
BE
BF
BG
BH
BI
BJ
BK
BL
BM

BN
BO
BP
BQ
BR
BS
BT
BU
BV
BW

BX
BY
BZ
CA
CB




































Abundance of space
The grass, trees, plants and flowers are nice
The native plants might be encouraged more
Nice plants
Good upkeep of what we have
Nice space
Good location
The trees are mature
The amount (acreage) owned is ample!! for expansion and outdoor opportunities
Seats along the walkway
Having the space available
Appearance much better now
Children enjoy running in grass
We have some shade for outside events
Enjoy flowers and meditation area
The outside space, especially the plantings, are attractive
Lots of space
Covered passageway “nearly” all the way from the Lobby to the RE Great Room
Not familiar with play area
Front much improved since work on it this spring [Solano strip] but could use more
beautification
Others are better able that I to respond to this question
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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3.h Outdoor space
Outdoor space: What works?
CC
CD
CE
CF
CG
CH
CI
CJ
CK
CL

CM

















Labyrinth and gardens are attractive
It’s all adequate
The maze [labyrinth] is great
Lawn area enough for congregational events, Maypole, etc.
Open, grassed space -- nice
I like how the courtyard leads to all the main areas
The breezeway is nice for shade
Lovely shade trees with grass for outside activities
We do have a children’s play area (which many other churches do not have)
Meditation garden available
Labyrinth
-

Outdoor space: What doesn’t work?
H
I
J
K
L
M

N
O
P


















Too much dirt – leads to overgrowth of weeds
Too much to maintain
A beautiful labyrinth, mostly unused
No consistent maintenance
A beautiful labyrinth, mostly unused
No consistent maintenance
Amount of parking
Use of Tice property
Clutter of “temporary” buildings
Insufficient shaded grassy areas
NO shade for RE [children’s] play areas
No strategy for development
We needlessly weed the same things over and over and over again instead of making
improvements to reduce this sort of toil.

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Outdoor space: What doesn’t work?







AE
AF
AG
AH
AI
AJ
AK
AL
AM
AN
AO






























AP
AQ




Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
AA
AB
AC
AD

The space looks like shit much of the time
Goat heads everywhere (how many kids get impaled by those things each year????)
No gardening area for RE
Lawn is full of weeds
Meditation path is often overgrown
The exterior of our campus is what people first see when they visit us. I don’t think we make a
very good first impression in that respect.
The aesthetics of the landscape/outdoor areas closer to the church
Need more parking space for Sundays and large group events
Parking space should include space for weekday and Saturday recreational activities
Playground needs to be weeded regularly
A lot of space goes unused for church activities
We need shade structures
Note that we have to be careful that the trees don’t shade solar panel
Kids in flower beds
Awkward mix of smooth concrete, sand, and cement blocks
Stone table top not firmly connected to base
I think the labyrinth is an eyesore. Its effect for me is the opposite of its intention.
Areas are separate and unconnected
There is currently a lot of unused land – too hard to maintain
Too dusty
Signage is set so far back it is not visible until you are driving past making it very easy to miss
the parking lot entrance
No shade
Insufficient shade

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Outdoor space: What doesn’t work?

AR

AS
AT
AU
AV
AW
AX
AY
AZ
BA

BB
BC
BD
BE
BF
BG

BH
BI

BJ
BK







































Sprinklers discolor sidewalks
Children’s play space is awful
Entire space does not draw people
Children’s intended play area
North parking lot
Back 40 cacti patches and trash area
Sidewalk rise to mid-campus
Ramp access to Library
Any space not described in “what works”
Too much time to set up and tear down [outdoor worship], we don’t do this enough
There needs to be more parking space
There seems to be inadequate parking on-site
Without a plan, the designation of use for outdoor space could cause conflicts
Supervision is always the key [of kids?]
Using outside space in spring and summer; too windy or too hot
Some areas are not used like the dirt area by the outside entrance to the Tombaugh Gallery
The look of our campus is not unified.
The buildings being separate, separate us
I don’t think our congregation feels like a body, more like different parts and not
interconnected
A lot of debris behind (west of) rental property [AKA Tice property]
Need for aesthetic appeal
Wheelchair and walker spaces need to be closer and NOT uphill
Dirt lot is bad
So many goat head stickers
Huge lack of shade for children and anyone else who wants to appreciate the outdoor space
Lack of clear boundaries for children creates safety hazards
Campus is too chopped up
Hard to keep track of where other are
It’s undeveloped
No plan
Random uses in back lot
Need landscaping between parking lot and lawn
Not utilizing the given space

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Outdoor space: What doesn’t work?
BL
BM
BN
BO
BP
BQ
BR
BS
BT
BU
BV
BW
BX
BY
BZ

CA
CB
CC
CD
CE
CF
CG
CH
CI
CJ
CK
CL




































Still invisible as a church to strangers passing by
Not enough shade for everyone to enjoy an outside function in hot weather
The sun beats down on you pretty harshly.
The Solano strip still needs work
Upkeep
Too many weeds and too much unused dirt area
Campus too open for unsupervised child activities
Exterior just doesn’t look very welcoming
I frequently hear concerns that the property is not sufficiently enclosed to keep children safe
and also that
It needs more shade structures
Insufficient lighting out to parking lot
We have ample space, but too much of the campus is full of cacti and weeds
Needs work to look better
Not enough shade
Not enclosed
Parking lot can be crowded some Sundays
Not enough shady areas
Access to maze [labyrinth] and meditation garden not well defined - I never see anyone in
meditation garden.
Maze occasionally used by RE program
No outdoor worship space for our children or pagans, or for special congregational events like
animal blessing or fire communion.
Parking lots too small and too far from buildings

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Outdoor space: What doesn’t work?

CM

 Parking closest to building unpaved so difficult for those in wheelchairs or using walkers to
access
 Children's play area too small, full of goat heads and unshaded
 Entire campus is open (except for the children's play area) so monitoring children and
forgetful adults is a challenge
 Sidewalks from paved parking to building have an incline that is difficult for those who have
endurance issues
 Lots of little storage sheds.
-

Outdoor space: How can the space be improved?
H
I
J
K
L
M










N
O
P
Q
R
S
T












U




V
W
X





Use some of space for parking
Xeriscaping
Attention to drive-by appeal, even notice
Desert-scape and regular maintenance
Attention to drive-by appeal, even notice
Desert-scape and regular maintenance
Demolish the rental property and build a new Sanctuary, social hall and new parking lot, for
starters
Need shade structures and more lawn without sidewalks for [children] to play
Better planning [of] overall planting
Children’s area needs shade & more equipment
Aesthetic/physical makeover to most of the grounds
A nicer permanent place to display (and sell more) memorial bricks
Put the storage sheds in back 40.
Add a spiritual???????? walk ending in a meditation garden with a small area for outdoor
services – have water - fountain
Increase shade for greater use during a good part of the year
Ground cover in many places needs to be improved so more walkable – sandals don’t do well
in sandy/gravel.
Regular cleanup and disposal of dead vegetation
More outdoor tables, benches in THE SHADE
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Outdoor space: How can the space be improved?

AE












AF
AG
AH
AI
AJ
AK
AL









AM
AN





















Y
Z
AA
AB
AC
AD

AO
AP
AQ

AR

Design better use of this space to get the church members more involved
Such as a veggie garden
Area of cactus and rental property needs to be cleaned up and put to use
Landscape with native, low water use plants. Create zones advocated by xeriscape principles
Playground needs covering
More shade structures
Fix table
Make more “runnable” for kids
$$-would be nice to hire a landscape architect and to have $ for regular professional
maintenance
Perhaps a master plan?
Clean up the area with all the cacti
Sell off some land we don’t plan to use and currently don’t keep up, devote proceeds to
building plan
Needs more outdoor seating
Play space needs a sun shade
Goat heads need to be eliminated
Move the sign so that it is visible from the road at a distance
Obtain a landscape maintenance agreement
Add several shade structures in different areas
Better grading
Inviting spaces
Outdoor worship
Shade, shade, shade
Much better and secure space for children with inviting play areas for different ages
GARDENS
Memorial spaces
Rape & scrape?
Several tons of shredded rubber for playground
SHADE
Buried, low-voltage lighting
Tree trimming
Appropriate drainage, grading, and parking lot materials

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Outdoor space: How can the space be improved?
AS
AT
AU

AV
AW
AX
AY
AZ
BA

BB
BC
BD

BE
BF
BG

BH
BI
BJ
BK
BL
BM
BN
BO

 Stop dumping and burning
 More outside services would benefit from not requiring so much setup and tear down
(perhaps some form of band shell-type setup?).
 Add more parking spaces
 Develop a plan for the functions of outdoor space so that new things don’t simply “pop up” on
the grounds without fitting into a shared vision
 More shade and sheltered areas
 Landscape to make welcoming entrance to the Gallery
 I think we will need to speak to this feeling of separate parts when the designs are being
drawn for the new building. Not only the buildings (or building) need to present unity and
vitality so does the landscaping.
 Need to complete the Solano street median project with gravel
 Clean up back (west) of campus
 RE playground
 Clean up vacant lot
 A fountain in a meditation garden would be nice
 Shade
 An arboretum of sorts
 Shade structure for children’s play
 Landscaping that eliminates goat heads
 Landscaping that makes it safe for children
 Better enclosure of a larger space for children to play
 More open sight lines
 Better flow from parking to meeting spaces
 Keep mature trees/plantings
 Walkway wider if seats are present
 Utilize outdoor space for what is needed
 Better signage and visibility
 Would like to see places for children, youth and adults to play games: basketball, badminton,
etc.
 More seating areas with tables to facilitate outdoor meetings and groups? We have amazing
weather here. Should take advantage of it.

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Outdoor space: How can the space be improved?
BP
BQ
BR
BS
BT
BU

BV
BW

BX
BY
BZ

CA
CB
CC
CD

CE
CF
CG
CH
CI
CJ
CK
CL






































Shade coverings as well
I would like to see grass everywhere except the Solano strip and rock maze [labyrinth]
Expand shelter to cover gap between buildings
More paved parking
Landscaping
Sign re [about] activities
New entry doors
Better landscaping
More attractive sign
Landscaping needs attention
My visions for UUCLC’s land is that it will be developed in such a way to be beautiful,
welcoming, ecologically viable, and an asset to the surrounding neighborhood as well as to
the church community
Use more of the space behind [to the side] the church somehow
Solar lights along walkway
More ground cover
More effort at getting rid of weeds
A community garden
New area in front looks great – more of that
Kids need better play area
Add shade
Enclosed play area for kids
Better landscaping
Better lighting
Set up a designated, shaded smoking area
Plant more trees
Shaded outdoor worship and play spaces

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Outdoor space: How can the space be improved?








CM




Enclosed campus areas where it is safe to wander
Invitational signage to maze and meditation garden
Columbarium (instead of just putting ashes under unidentified trees)
Easier access to worship and fellowship areas
Larger paved parking with more handicap parking spaces that truly reflect the spirit as well as
the reality of the space
Outdoor worship space that allows the participation of large numbers of people (and animals
for animal blessing)
Designated storage areas for yard and maintenance equipment and supplies, yard-sale and
auction items, and infrequently used worship items (Maypole, Xmas and Yule decorations for
example).
Need better landscaping for flat surfaces
Less cactus – therefore better use

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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i. Other activities spaces (be sure to relate the space to an activity); overall,
how does the space work? (Check one)
Number
Percent
Total responding to question………………………….
54
100
Very well
3
6
Moderately well
16
30
Not very well
9
17
Not at all
0
0
No opinion
26
48

3.i Other activities spaces
Other activities spaces: What works?
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
AA

AB
AC























Tai Chi: size [of Great Room] and floor composition, light, airflow
PARKING
CHOIR: The choir is large relative to the size of the congregation [when 2 services]
We struggle to fit in the space allotted
Tombaugh Gallery: the space is one that many types of artists have found quite appropriate
for displaying their art
 The Tombaugh window is exquisite
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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3.i Other activities spaces
Other activities spaces: What works?
AD
AE
AF
AG
AH
AI
AJ
AK
AL
AM
AN
AO
AP
AQ
AR

AS
AT
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AV
AW
AX
AY
AZ
BA
BB
BC
BD
BE
BF
BG
BH
BI


































Gallery – good lighting and space
The Sanctuary works somewhat for small concerts
Fellowship events: outdoor courtyards depending on sun and heat
Lobby and Kitchenette: for small affairs
Great Room: medium affairs if food prepared off-site
The Gallery space is pretty
I writing in regard to the RE Great Room. By default it is often our activity room, especially for
children. Little works well about it.
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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3.i Other activities spaces
Other activities spaces: What works?
BJ
BK
BL
BM

BN
BO
BP
BQ
BR
BS
BT
BU
BV
BW
BX
BY
BZ
CA
CB
CC
CD
CE
CF
CG
CH
CI
CJ
CK
CL
CM





































The real Library: lovely shelving and bright lights
The Tombaugh Gallery monthly exhibits – beautiful space for artwork
Beautiful stained glass window
Good lighting
Good temperature control
Membership Committee
The minister’s study [office] in its current form is spacious and pleasant
Love the stained glass in the Gallery
Size seems appropriate for small art shows
The whole place works fine for Peace Camp
Usually adequate space for CUUPS and quilters
Quilting: Good light, room for 4-6 worktables in the Lobby
Close to the Gallery so docents can quilt if desired
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Other activities spaces: What doesn’t work?
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U

















V
W




X
Y
Z





AA
AB
AC
AD
AE
AF
AG
AH
AI
AJ
AK
AL
AM

















AN

For 10 am [Tai Chi] group when office is open so more people circulating
External door and Kitchen cause people to enter, creating unexpected distraction for Tai Chi
participants
Need paved handicapped spots that are on the same level as the main building [Sanctuary?
RE?]
CHOIR: Insufficient dedicated space for storage of choir/music materials. The materials are
cramped, disorganized, and sometimes not secure
Tombaugh Gallery: It has limited flexibility for other uses such as the silent auction
When we have meals in the Great Room, the chairs are placed too close together
Storage
Preparation area
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Other activities spaces: What doesn’t work?
AO
AP
AQ
AR

AS
AT
AU
AV
AW
AX
AY
AZ
BA




















BB
BC
BD
BE
BF
BG











BH
BI
BJ
BK
BL
BM








Sanctuary is used for meetings and concerts that would be staged better in other locations
No true dedicated AV space
Great Room for most fellowship events
RE Kitchen too small
Great Room inadequately furnished for fellowship events
Group meals in the RE Great Room, too crowded with terrible acoustics
The Tombaugh window is beautiful but in the Gallery space it is sometimes a problem because
it scares off some artists and groups because it does demand your attention.
The sound echoes some and climate control in the Gallery is not good. The controls are
available to the public and the temp is changed frequently.
The windows on the west make it very warm in the summer and the honeycomb blinds do not
always go up and down like they should to help control the heat and also security to the
space.
The acoustics are horrid, it’s hard to hear or manage noise
Noise in the large common room impacts all the other rooms in the building
You have to constantly set up and break down furniture
Kids' activities are often interrupted as people seek to use it for other space and walk through,
etc.
Needs to be dedicated to Library activity
Very limited storage space available

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Other activities spaces: What doesn’t work?
BN
BO
BP
BQ
BR
BS
BT
BU
BV
BW
BX
BY
BZ
CA
CB
CC



















CG
CH
CI
CJ
CK
CL

















CM



CD
CE
CF

Impossible to store everything needed to put on exhibits near the Gallery
RE Great Room as a space for the Elderberries’ luncheons is too small
For activities/functions when meals are served, space is limited [crowded] to accommodate
whole membership – e.g., Thanksgiving meal
Gallery needs dedicated storage and work area
Gallery small
Must be set up and taken down weekly
No room to grow much more unless we move into the RE Great Room
Only two electrical outlets
No storage space so we carry everything back and forth weekly
Sometimes a lot of traffic through the space, sometimes not.
When we were in the RE Great Room, there was only one electrical outlet, acoustics made it
very noisy, and again the lack of storage space.
-

A dash (-) indicates one of two things: 1) the respondent did not answer the question at all, or 2) the respondent checked “No opinion.”
K & L responses reflect spouses using the same questionnaire for their answers.
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Other activities spaces: How can the space be improved?
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S

T
U

V
W
X
Y
Z
AA
AB
AC
AD
AE
AF
AG
AH
AI
AJ
AK
AL
AM
AN
AO








































We need a meditation/memorial room off of the Sanctuary
An oasis of plants and water for centering and restful thought
Place to put all [memorial] bricks
If a regular group is meeting in another room and they enter (if we have begun Tai Chi) by the
other exterior door, we likely would adapt and there would be no issue, but it is the
unexpected entry that creates the problem
Parking will be part of the overall plan
Dedicated, protected spaces for choir/music materials
Tombaugh Gallery: more dedicated, secure storage
More storage
More lighting
-
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Other activities spaces: How can the space be improved?
AP
AQ

AR
AS
AT
AU
AV
AW
AX
AY
AZ
BA
BB
BC
BD
BE
BF
BG

BH
BI
BJ

BK
BL
BM
BN
BO
BP
BQ









































Can’t be improved as currently configured
Need space for events, meetings and fellowship
Dedicate the Sanctuary to worship
Outdoor fellowship spaces could be improved with proper shade
All indoor spaces need noise reduction
Perhaps it should only be used for RE activities
Build a new Gallery
Use this space as a meditation area or Tai Chi room
Make the Great Room enclosable (install a door)
Better acoustics
Improved Kitchen
Improved storage
Technological equipment (screens, sound system, etc.)
Windows
Children’s corner
Welcome to all ages
Storage space at least 15’x15’ [dedicated, secure space]
It is a space for religious education
Build a separate social hall with a commercial Kitchen to handle social affairs for adults
-
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Other activities spaces: How can the space be improved?
BR
BS
BT
BU
BV
BW
BX
BY
BZ

CA
CB
CC
CD
CE
CF
CG
CH
CI
CJ
CK
CL
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It needs a small coat/robe closet [minister’s office]
Real desk
Closed storage cabinets
And filing cabinets not shared with other users
Larger space with adequate electrical access
Good acoustics
Natural as well as other lighting
Designated storage for cutting mats, thread, irons, ironing boards, electrical cords, etc. It
doesn't have to be a big space, but it would be nice to have a space that we can call our own.
-
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4. Complete this thought
Total responding to question………………………….
Responded to the question
Did not respond

Number
82
61
21

Percent
100
73
25

4. Complete this thought – This church would be perfect if we had space that
could be used for…?
H
I

J
K

L

M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V

 Our church is perfect because we HAVE space for worship, fellowship, activities and meetings.
For this I am grateful! Any change would add more opportunities for growth within and
outside the community
 So many things…hard to name just one.
 A whole congregational space that is multi-functional: worship, meetings, socializing (meals,
coffee hour, etc.), a growing congregation, musical events, wider [greater outside community]
community events.
 Also needed, a medium size commercial Kitchen (meets codes) adjacent to this congregational
space.
 Light-weight (non-locking) chairs proper for commercial installations
 Storage adjacent for tables etc.
 A whole congregational space that is multi-functional: worship, meetings, socializing (meals,
coffee hour, etc.), a growing congregation, musical events, wider [greater outside community]
community events.
 Also needed, a medium size commercial Kitchen (meets codes) adjacent to this congregational
space.
 Light-weight (non-locking) chairs proper for commercial installations
 Storage adjacent for tables etc.
 Bigger groups and more activities
 All-member dinners – need large group room
 More space for fellowship!
 More worship space
 We need to think of multi-purpose space that is adjusted by moving dividers
 Indoor and outdoor worship and meditation in beautiful surroundings “Come to UUCLC…a
spiritual oasis in the desert”
 A community garden
-
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4. Complete this thought – This church would be perfect if we had space that
could be used for…?
W
X
Y
Z
AA

AB
AC
AD
AE

AF
AG
AH
AI

AJ
AK
AL
AM
AN
AO
AP
AQ

 [Space for] gathering around a fountain. I would love to be able to sit next to running water.
Maybe a shaded meditation garden with a fountain.
 Bigger Sanctuary, Kitchen, dining space to accommodate congregation
 We are at max capacity and beyond capacity for dining space
 CHOIR: we need enough secure, dedicated space to keep choir/music materials well organized
and safe
 To replace mobile storage units behind RE Building with secure permanent structures
 Create shaded areas across the campus – structures, not necessarily trees
 Clean out big cactus area and demolish rental units to make way for added structures and
landscaped area appropriate for outdoor gatherings
 If there were a large room for meetings and things like Tai Chi that were interior to the
building – so there is only one windowless, non-exterior door for entrance [thereby] insuring
some privacy, example, the RE director’s office is a small example [of what’s needed].
 (only one wish?)
 Community meals with enough room for all
 A Kitchen that is big enough and commercially equipped to support them
 Gathering of our whole community - together
 Outdoor Sanctuary
 More people to come to worship services and use one space [service?]
 Also, it would be nice to have a big place for dinners, etc.
 A raised space for the choir
 An organ in the worship space
 More room for dining events, Unitarians are all about food. The dining experience should be a
pleasant one, not an aggravation
 Large community dinners
 Big Kitchen space
 [space that could be used for] meetings
 Worship, fellowship, and event spaces that are significantly larger
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4. Complete this thought – This church would be perfect if we had space that
could be used for…?

AR
















AS

AT

AU
AV
AW













AX
AY
AZ
BA
BB







BC




A reading room and small book store
A café would be fantastic
Commercial and healthy Kitchen (meaning easy to clean and maintain)
Welcoming and inviting outdoor spaces
Greatly improved spaces for kids
The minister and choir need prep space and a choir room for practice would be excellent
Greatly improved and secure storage throughout
[space would be perfect if we had space that could be used for] Anything
We need space to worship at one service
Space to hold Roundtable discussions
We need larger RE classrooms
Space for our staff to work
Space to ensure the security of our facilities equipment, including electrical panels, telephone
panels, routers and other network equipment, mowers, etc.
Space to adequately store needed church documentation, worship materials, and church
committee materials
More outside services would benefit from not requiring so much setup and tear down
(perhaps some form of band shell-type setup?).
Can we build a larger space for Roundtable and similar events?
Small concerts
Workshops
Community meetings near an attached Kitchen
[we need space for] Growth in numbers of members and
“Backyard habitat” for urban wildlife (especially birds).
All ages at get-togethers
Picnic tables, croquet, horseshoes, badminton, et al (would use space north of RE Building)
A Sanctuary for 300 that could hold the entire congregation at one time
A social hall that would permit large social, sit-down gatherings served from a commercialgrade, adequate Kitchen
Attracting many new members
A large fellowship hall with a commercial Kitchen
Worship and social gatherings for the whole congregation
My recommended top priority for additional space is to have a social hall that would
accommodate 175 for special events, meetings, and meal functions
Need enlarged Kitchen
A space for entire congregation to come together for special occasions; i.e., dinners,
receptions, and special events
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4. Complete this thought – This church would be perfect if we had space that
could be used for…?
BD

BE

BF
BG

BH
BI
BJ
BK
BL

BM

BN
BO
BP
BQ
BR
BS
BT







This space should be adequately appointed with furnishings and appliances
Music, outdoor and indoor
Live acoustic areas for music would improve the services a great deal
A non-reverberant space kills the singing spirit, so I hope this is taken very seriously
As I said, didn’t have a lot to say, though I would have said upon reflection, that the church
really does need a good, big Kitchen somewhere. In my mind’s eye, we already do, lots of
cupboards, workspace, etc., and an 8-burner gas stove, 3 ovens, etc.
 Inviting the public for some of our events, such as, Roundtable, movies, evening eventsdocumentaries-discussions
 For multi-purpose situations without as much schlepping around furniture and equipment
 If we had truly efficient multi-purpose rooms, they could serve meeting, RE, social needs but
would address issues of storage, noise, etc.
 This is important for adult functions at the church. In the realm of the children, a shaded play
space is truly a necessity and would be so utilized and appreciated.
 Large congregational gatherings
 Well-planned Kitchen
 Storage
Adequate space for our present activities including:

Acoustics

Parking

“Traffic flow”

Storage
 Hospitality (Kitchen, dining, etc.)
 Everyone to meet and share a meal together
 A community garden
 Recreation area for kids and families
 A larger worship area that allows for more creative worship, using drama, dance, music
 More space for choir and musicians
 A large social hall with a commercial Kitchen to serve the adult population and leave the RE
Building to religious education for children
 [can’t read the answer]
 Regular meeting spaces
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4. Complete this thought – This church would be perfect if we had space that
could be used for…?

BU
BV
BW
BX
BY












BZ

CA
CB
CC
CD

CE
CF
CG

CH























CI



The only efficient meeting space is the Library and it’s already overbooked
If we had more/better meeting spaces, we might attract more groups within the community
Meetings, dinners, and services, office space for staff and lots of storage space
A good family-coffee hour-meet and greet-room with a complete Kitchen and room for all
ALL of our activities, with comfortable seating in a more aesthetically pleasing setting
People here are great! Building-not so much
Office space for Director of Music
Choir rehearsal space, suitably furnished with white boards, audio equipment, practice piano,
and suitable secure storage
Sanctuary with suitable acoustics, adequate sound system, and space for choir, conductor,
grand piano, keyboard, small groups of musicians, hand bell choir, multi-generational choir
Note: this performance space should be elevated with a ramp access and modesty rail
Meditation
Community forums
Performances
Community gardening
Feeding people (i.e., a good Kitchen)
[More space for] all of its major programs and activities
Large meal gatherings
A community garden for growing food and teaching children
Everyone to be able to lunch together indoors
A welcoming, large Lobby with plenty of light, plants, and seating
Would be better for all if there were a space large enough for dinners and such
The whole congregation at once
The facilities get a lot of use – just need more space in general
Holding whole congregation for one Sunday service
Holding dinners with room for all to sit down inside (social hall with commercial Kitchen)
Rooms designed for meetings (for our use and as rentals)
Larger community gatherings or events; i.e., Howlin’ Coyote – a stage area, musical concerts,
sound equipment, etc.
Possibly a book store for UUA [Unitarian Universalist Association] materials, books, t-shirts,
etc.
Something like a fellowship hall or café that could be rented out for weddings, showers,
parties, etc.
A “quiet room” for people with kids, but wired for sound/video so that they could enjoy the
service
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4. Complete this thought – This church would be perfect if we had space that
could be used for…?

CJ
CK
CL

CM

 A “control room” in the Sanctuary for A/V support, etc., but not “visible” from the Sanctuary
floor
 On-the-fly adjustments are sometimes distracting
 Socializing, fun, recreation; such as, ping pong, volley ball, badminton, sitting and talking in
comfort, large meals, etc.
 Musical warmup/greenroom by using expansion of our miniature music library closet
 We have a fine spinet piano, which would fit in there nicely
 Sitting down together to eat together - maybe several round tables rather than the long
banquet style tables
 Space to all worship together - even if we decide to keep two services in the winter months.
-
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h. Outdoor space
Overall, how does the space work? (Check ONE, place X in front of your selection)
Very well
Moderately well
Not very well
Not at all
No opinion

Master Site Plan Space Use Questionnaire

What DOESN'T work?

The purpose of this questionnaire is to collect some basic information about how you
use the church campus and buildings. Data collection is not limited to this
questionnaire; there will be congregational meetings with both the Master Site Plan
Work Group and MNK Architects. Complete the questionnaire not later than July 14, and
place it in one of the boxes in the lobby or RE Great Room.
Print your name:

How can the space be improved?

1. Tell us about yourself. I am…

What works?

i. Other activities spaces (be sure to relate the space to an activity)
Overall, how does the space work? (Check ONE, place X in front of your selection)
Very well
Moderately well
Not very well
Not at all
No opinion

What works?

What DOESN'T work?

How can the space be improved?

4. Complete this thought--This church would be perfect if we had space that could
be used for…

an ADULT Member, Friend, or Church Attendee
An EMPLOYEE and a church member
A YOUTH attendee

An EMPLOYEE

2. Tell us what brings you to the church campus (check ALL that apply)
Worship
Religious Ed classes
Meetings
Facilities work
Special events (Elderberries, concerts, etc.)
Other activities
(describe):

Roundtable
Adult Enrichment
Office work

3. Tell us your opinion of these spaces
a. Worship space including the lobby
Overall, how does the space work? (Check ONE, place X in front of your selection)
Very well
Moderately well
Not very well
Not at all
No opinion

What works?

What DOESN'T work?

How can the space be improved?

Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire
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b. Roundtable space (either the library or sanctuary)

e. Meeting space (any space used for meetings)

Overall, how does the space work? (Check ONE, place X in front of your selection)
Very well
Moderately well
Not very well
Not at all
No opinion

Overall, how does the space work? (Check ONE, place X in front of your selection)
Very well
Moderately well
Not very well
Not at all
No opinion

What works?

What works?

What DOESN'T work?

What DOESN'T work?

How can the space be improved?

How can the space be improved?

c. Religious Education space including the Great Room and kitchen spaces

f. Office work space

Overall, how does the space work? (Check ONE, place X in front of your selection)
Very well
Moderately well
Not very well
Not at all
No opinion

Overall, how does the space work? (Check ONE, place X in front of your selection)
Very well
Moderately well
Not very well
Not at all
No opinion

What works?

What works?

What DOESN'T work?

What DOESN'T work?

How can the space be improved?

How can the space be improved?

d. Adult Enrichment class space (any space(s) used for these classes)

g. Facilities work space (any space involved in facilities management)

Overall, how does the space work? (Check ONE, place X in front of your selection)
Very well
Moderately well
Not very well
Not at all
No opinion

Overall, how does the space work? (Check ONE, place X in front of your selection)
Very well
Moderately well
Not very well
Not at all
No opinion

What works?

What works?

What DOESN'T work?

What DOESN'T work?

How can the space be improved?

How can the space be improved?
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Appendix B Suggestions from the Community Board
What would you like to have more space for?
Storage Space needs
1. Gallery storage
2. Storing Gallery Pedestals
3. Gallery preparation and storage
space
4. Room for storage
5. More storage like for peace
village camp
6. Designated storage of things
7. Storage: chairs, tables, all
occasional things

RE and children's needs
1. A bigger Kids room and
playground
2. A kid’s lounge and cubbies

Kitchen needs

Sanctuary related needs

1. Larger Kitchen
2. Big fridge
3. Room for large dishwasher
1. Larger social hall
2. Everyone to eat together
3. For the whole membership to
worship and eat together
4. Sound proof the Social Hall

1. A/V booth
2. A real sound system in the
Sanctuary
3. Rehearsal / practice room/
music Library
4. A choir room off the Sanctuary
5. A crying room
6. "Green room" behind the
Sanctuary

Meeting space

Other needs

1. Committee meetings and other
groups

1. A memorial atrium for reflection,
meditation and small ceremonies
2. Breathing, quiet, meditation ...
(with A/C)
3. Temperature control

Social gatherings
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Appendix C Alban Institute Recommendations for Right-Sizing
Sanctuaries & Parking Lots
Church growth consultants are fond of noting that when average
church attendance exceeds 80 percent of sanctuary capacity, crowding begins to limit a
congregation’s growth. This rule of thumb, often called the “80 percent rule” has been so commonly cited by
consultants that it is now invoked by many a minister or lay leader as a reason for a congregation’s failure to
grow or as proof of the need for a second service or a new facility. Lately, though, more and more people are
asking how and where the 80 percent rule originated and what research supports its validity.
Despite its familiarity, the 80 percent rule is far more complex than most might imagine. “There are
misconceptions about the rule,” says Jim Moss, a church growth consultant with 26 years of experience. For
instance, Moss points out, “It isn’t about a particular Sunday attendance reaching 80 percent of the sanctuary
seating capacity. It refers to the annual average attendance compared to the comfortable capacity of the
sanctuary.” And, though some have attempted to apply it to parking capacity (see box on page 9), consultants
say its applicability is to seating capacity—and primarily pew seating, at that.
The exact origin of the 80 percent rule is unclear and it seems likely to have been experience based.
However, there is now both research and anecdotal evidence to support it. Initially, the rule may have been
based on the simple observation that churches never reached the occupancy capacity cited on the building’s
architectural plans and submitted to the local building code authority. For many years, sanctuary seating
capacity in churches with pew seating typically has been based on 18 inches of space per person (with some
variation by state), which would require even individuals of average size and weight to sit shoulder to shoulder
in the pews. This measurement is an inch less of space than is allotted to coach class passengers on airplanes,
and considerably less space than research shows people reserve for themselves in a pew if left to their own
devices.
For instance, architect Roger Patterson, who has designed hundreds of churches in his 52-year career,
uses 20 inches to calculate capacity. “A pew seating 12 people at 20 inches per person will average 9 persons in
the pew,” he says, “but if you place 12 chairs behind this same pew such that each chair affords 20 inches of
space, 12 people will be seated comfortably. That’s 75 percent of capacity right there.” According to building
code standards, 13 people could be accommodated by the pew in this example, with room to spare. But, as
architect Jerry Cripps of InterDesign points out, state building code capacity standards have nothing to do with
comfort or personal space preferences. “Under the building code, the ‘occupant load’ or capacity relates to
getting people safely out of the building in the event of an emergency, such as a fire,” he says. “What we’ve
seen is that, in reality, people don’t crowd in that close.”
The Rise of “Comfortable Capacity”
It is for this reason that architects, church planners, pew designers, and consultants have begun to consider
“comfortable capacity” as the designation of a full church rather than the maximum capacity specified by
building codes. When drawing up the plans for a church, InterDesign allows between 22 and 24 inches per
person for pew seating, as do many other architects, but there are those who say even that amount isn’t
sufficient for most people—at least not in pews.
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For instance, Moss suggests 25 inches per person is needed for comfort. This figure is based on findings
from a survey of 711 churches from seven Presbyterian denominations that Moss conducted in the mid-1980s,
as well as ongoing research since then.
Kenn Sanders, a church planner and designer who has worked with more than 1,000 churches, says the
attendance and pew length data he has obtained from many of these churches indicate that “26 H inches is the
amount of space everybody wants when they sit in a pew these days.”
Others believe the figure is even higher. “When your main worship service reaches 80 percent of
comfortable capacity (measured at 30 to 36 inches per person), you may be pretty certain that you are
discouraging frequent attendance by current members and presenting a ‘no vacancy’ sign to newcomers,” says
Alban Institute senior consultant Alice Mann in her book Raising the Roof.1
According to Mann, this notion of providing a welcoming environment for newcomers is one of the core
issues from which the 80 percent rule emerged. Another is the question of how a church can take responsibility
for factors that may decrease the frequency with which its current members attend. For Mann, the “hassle
factor” is a caption for both these issues. “If I am brand new to a church and the only available seat is way up
front, I may leave,” she says. “If I am a member who is on the fence about coming to church on a particular day,
my expectation of crowding may tip the balance in favor of staying home. Until people begin to consider these
questions of human motivation more carefully, they often don’t ‘get’ the 80 percent rule. Instead, they hold
onto the premise that nothing has to be done because the church isn’t full yet.”
Identifying Unwelcoming Space
When church members perceive there to be vacant seating, resistance to believing capacity is an issue is
common, consultants say. But they also report that much of the seating that members identify as available is not
what most newcomers would consider comfortable or inviting seating, so identifying such unwelcoming seating
has become part and parcel of consultants’ work with the 80 percent rule.
For instance, many consultants now consider uncomfortable seating to be unavailable seating and do
not count it when calculating comfortable capacity. Obvious examples are portions of pews located behind large
pillars or other view-obstructing objects. And, though church members often point to empty balconies and front
rows, consultants tend to agree that these are not welcoming spaces. “Few visitors would feel welcome if the
only seating available was in a hard-to-access balcony littered with gum wrappers,” says Mann. “Most people
don’t want to sit in the balcony,” Moss agrees, citing less distance between pews and the difficulty of
negotiating stairs as two barriers to balcony seating.
Pew design can also inhibit full use of the space, Moss says, noting that pews longer than 13 feet tend to
remain empty toward the middle and that pews ending at a wall tend to remain empty in the spaces nearest the
wall. Pews with a central armrest are also problematic. “You generally lose a full seat with those pews,” he says.
There may be congregation-specific seating patterns to factor in, as well. For example, notes Alban
Institute senior consultant Dan Hotchkiss, physically disabled parishioners often occupy the seats at either end
of long pews. When that’s the case members and newcomers are reluctant to disturb these individuals to gain
access to the inner seats.
In some cases, notes Moss, “the perceived space may be more important than the actual space. I’ve
been in several churches where the sight lines gave the impression that the space was smaller than it was, and
the attendance in those churches seldom reached 80 percent of capacity.”
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Only after all of these and other seating considerations have been taken into account is an estimate of
comfortable capacity determined. And after that, consultants believe, there still needs to be some welcoming
space left over if the church is to continue to grow. They cite both experience and research to support this
conclusion.
What the Research Shows
Using 25 inches per person to calculate comfortable capacity in the churches he surveyed, Moss found
that average annual attendance increased until it reached 57 percent of comfortable capacity. At that point it
began to decline. Consequently, Moss says, “I think resistance to growth occurs at about 57 percent of the
comfortable seating capacity. After that, people have to sit closer to each other, and Americans are accustomed
to space. We want to have our own turf.” It is because of evidence like this that consultants often recommend a
church consider adding a second (or other additional) service once it has reached 65 to 70 percent of its
comfortable capacity.
“I would prefer that a church add a second service before reaching 80 percent capacity,” says Moss, “It
is a major change and in many churches there is a lot of resistance to it, so it can take a long time to
accomplish.”
What many churches have found, though, is that adding a second service has been key to their
continued growth. An example of such an experience can be found in First Unitarian Society of Milwaukee.
Hotchkiss, who worked with the church on an 18-month strategic planning process, recently graphed the
church’s yearly attendance as it related to comfortable capacity, producing the startling illustration shown
above.
Between 1987 and 1996, the church offered only one service. While attendance rose sharply between
1987 and 1988, it quickly leveled off after exceeding the 80 percent capacity mark (calculated based on 30
inches per person, applied to each pew separately). Although small increases were seen after that, First
Unitarian did not see significant gains again until it added a second service.
“The results are quite dramatic,” Hotchkiss notes. “It was like letting a lid off.”
Since the introduction of the second service, the church’s attendance has nearly doubled, but
participation began to level off again after peaking just above the 80 percent capacity mark. According to many
consultants, this is an indication that a third service should be added to encourage additional growth, and the
church is considering doing just that.
Exceptions to the “Rule”?
Despite case studies like this one, doubt remains about the validity of the 80 percent rule. Alban
consultant Patricia Hayes says many congregations believe the 80 percent rule doesn’t apply to them. “They say
things like ‘We don’t mind sitting close together’ or ‘The children leave after the first ten minutes.’ In cases like
that, I have them look at their visitor return rate—the number of new members versus the number of annual
visitors.”
“Identifying the barriers that 80 percent capacity creates is just the beginning of a conversation,” says
Mann. “A great deal of the work goes into convincing the congregation that it is a barrier. A lot of my work
involves helping people to acknowledge the way they do things and to see that these ways might be hampering
the welcome they want to provide. Sometimes I use the image of a fishbowl full of marbles; there comes a point
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when you can’t add a new marble without taking another one out. If people begin to consider that welcoming
five newcomers means displacing five existing attendees, the impact of the 80 percent factor becomes clear.”
Nevertheless, some argue that the 80 percent rule may have limited applicability. “Most new churches
have adopted theater seating,” says church planner and designer Sanders. “The 80 percent factor doesn’t play
out there.” Others disagree, saying certain issues are eliminated with theater seating, such as the need to figure
out how many seats remain empty, but that a sufficient number of empty seats in desirable locations must still
be available if growth is to be facilitated.
Others believe the 80 percent rule may not be applicable in Evangelical, African American, and Catholic
churches, many of which have a “push in” policy—the practice of asking members to “push in” toward the
center of the pew to allow additional members or visitors to be seated.
Hotchkiss acknowledges that “the 80 percent rule may have some basis in the customary zone of privacy
of white Protestants” and therefore may be a less accurate predictor in churches with other personal space
customs. However, he maintains that at some point crowding will impede any church’s growth. “American
consumers are used to having abundant goods and services, and most potential and actual churchgoers are no
different,” he says. “Crowding and uncomfortable seating will drive members away. And while a church that is in
an initial growth phase gathers momentum and its members may tolerate many discomforts and inconveniences
in those early days, people will create a more comfortable space for themselves as soon as they can. All of my
experiences with congregations that resist these realities indicate that their growth will eventually plateau.”
“It’s very difficult to keep a church full for more than five years without a plan to address the issue of
crowding,” Moss agrees. Even when there is such a plan, he says, there must be confidence among parishioners
that the plan will be implemented. He cites the example of a church that had been pushing capacity for five
years, yet remained unwilling to add a second service. Although it had a plan to address the issue of crowding—
and had acquired property and obtained the necessary funding to build a larger facility upon it—the church
ultimately lost half its members in an 18-month period. “The younger members did not believe anything was
going to happen,” Moss explains. “They just lost the vision.”
Not the Only Factor
Despite their conviction that a church that is crowded—or perceived as crowded—can inhibit a
congregation’s growth, consultants and others are quick to acknowledge that this is just one factor among many
that may impinge upon growth.
“Too many churches come to me regarding their building. and their facility is not the problem; ministry
is their problem,” says Patterson. “The problem is that the congregation hasn’t grown into the ministry it is
called to.”
“Even if a church is at 80 percent capacity, the data does not tell you your call,” adds Mann. “You have
to interpret the information to determine where God calls this congregation next.”
Parking: Does the 80 Percent Rule Apply?
Many consultants are convinced that church growth will be impeded when average annual participation
reaches 80 percent of the sanctuary’s comfortable seating capacity, but does this same rule of thumb apply to
parking? Are newcomers discouraged from joining a church that has reached 80 percent of its parking capacity?
Do active members perceive the lot as full and return home when 80 percent of the spaces are taken?
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Alban Institute senior consultant Dan Hotchkiss says it is not that simple. This is not to say that the
availability of parking does not have an impact on attendance and growth. “I usually tell church leaders that
seating is one important factor affecting growth and parking is another.” But with parking, Hotchkiss says,
application of the 80 percent rule of thumb is not possible because there are so many other factors that come
into play. “You not only have the number of spaces available, but other factors to consider, as well, such as
distance and safety.” As an example, he cites the experience of a Wisconsin church with whom he has worked
recently. “The interesting thing about First Unitarian Society of Milwaukee is that they have zero parking spaces.
The church is located in a neighborhood that is urban enough that people can park in front of someone’s house
without the residents feeling intruded upon, and it’s an area where people feel safe, so they feel comfortable
walking a good distance from their cars to the church.”
For other churches, though, such neighborhood parking may not be available or appealing, and in these
cases a full parking lot can severely affect attendance. “I serve three little country churches, and when parking is
gone, attendance peaks,” notes Alban consultant Patricia Hayes.
“In many situations there is no parking other than the church parking lot,” notes church architect Roger
Patterson. “For instance, new church buildings set well back from a rural road must depend on the parking they
provide. My usual statement is ‘Provide a parking space for every two persons you want in the building’ similar
to the sign in the dentist’s office that reads ‘Only floss the teeth you want to save.’”
Even when off-site parking is available, Patterson sees a correlation between the notion of comfortable
seating capacity and comfortable parking capacity. “A person coming to the church for the first time doesn’t
know there is parking behind the bank, school, or nearby store.” In some churches Patterson has worked with,
members volunteer to park off-site to free up space for new worshipers and those needing to park near the
building. In recognition of their contribution, these members are provided with “I am a remote parker” lapel
badges. “I have suggested this to many congregations with similar situations.”
The effect of a lack of parking, says Patterson, is a serious consideration for churches planning new or
expanded facilities. “I have consulted with churches that needed to expand their building facilities but could not
expand their parking. I tried to convince them that it would be a waste of money to expand the building if the
parking could not be expanded, because if you cannot park your car, you cannot attend.”
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Appendix D Cooling Strategies for IT Wiring Closets and Small Rooms
By Neil Rasmussen and Brian Standley
Excerpted from American Power Conversion white paper #68. APC is a leading manufacturer of high-end
uninterruptable power supplies for information technology applications and is widely respected in the
technology industry.1
Suitable Operating Temperature for Wiring Closets
To properly specify the appropriate cooling solution for a wiring closet, the temperature at which that
closet should operate must first be specified. IT equipment vendors usually provide a maximum temperature
under which their devices are designed to operate. For active IT equipment typically found in a wiring closet, this
temperature is usually 104°F (40°C). This is the maximum temperature at which the vendor is able to guarantee
performance and reliability for the stated warranty period. It is important to understand that although the
maximum published operating temperature is acceptable per the manufacturer, operating at that temperature
will not generally provide the same level of availability or longevity as operating at lower temperatures. Because
of this, some IT equipment vendors also publish recommended operating temperatures for their equipment in
addition to the maximum allowed. Typical recommended operating temperatures from IT equipment vendors
are between 70°F (21°C) and 75°F (24°C).
In addition, The American Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and Air Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) TC
9.9 publishes both recommended and allowable operating temperatures for IT equipment. The intent is to
provide better guidance to ensure reliability and performance of equipment. These values are provided in Table
1.

Table 1 – Operating Temperature

Temperature Range

Recommended

68-77°F (20-25°C)

Allowable

59-90°F (15-32°C)

The goal should always be to maintain temperatures no higher than 77°F (25°C). However, if doing so is
not possible, maintaining below the maximum allowable temperature of 90°F (32°C) can be a suitable solution
for less critical closets. Any temperature above 90°F (32°C) should be avoided to reduce risk of equipment
failure. Also, 90°F (32°C) is the maximum temperature organizations such as the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) and International Organization for Standardization (ISO) deem permissible for light
workloads. Further discussion on health and safety requirements can be found in APC White Paper #123,
“Impact of High Density Hot Aisles on IT Personnel Work Conditions.”
More careful consideration must be given to closet environments where a UPS is deployed. Increases in
temperature have a much more pronounced effect on battery longevity than other types of IT equipment. A
1

2007 American Power Conversion. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be used, reproduced, photocopied, transmitted, or
stored in any retrieval system of any nature, without the written permission of the copyright owner. www.apc.com
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user can expect a typical UPS battery operating at 104°F (40°C) to only last 1.5 years or less as compared to the
usual 3 – 5 years at normal operating conditions. An operating temperature below 77°F (25°C) should be a
requirement. Otherwise, consideration should be given to protect all wiring closets with a centralized UPS
placed in an adequately conditioned space outside of the closets.
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Appendix E Rev. Suzanne Redfern-Campbell’s Questionnaire
Reverend Suzanne Redfern-Campbell’s comments to the congregational and staff survey questionnaire.
These comments were incorporated into the appropriate detailed comments tables.
Preliminary comment:
In addition to considering the needs of current members, friends, and staff, I hope this planning process
will also consider:
(a) The MISSION: In what ways does UUCLC’s current facility help the church carry out its mission? How
does it impede carrying out the mission? How could a new, expanded, or renovated physical plant
better serve the mission?
(b) The FUTURE CONGREGATION: Who/what does UUCLC want to become? Whom is it called to serve?
And how would a new, expanded, or renovated physical plant facilitate this?
(c) The COMMUNITY: UUCLC occupies a very visible, and I assume a very valuable, piece of land. Its taxexempt status, I believe, conveys special obligations: We exist not for ourselves alone, but for the
neighborhood/community/city/environment around us. How can the development of UUCLC’s property
enhance the neighborhood? The community? The city? The natural environment?
1. Tell us about yourself. I am…an employee (the Developmental Minister).
2. Tell us what brings you to the church campus: I work here! My work primarily involves the following areas:
Worship, meetings, special events, Roundtable (when I’m able), adult enrichment classes (teaching), office
hours/work. In addition, as Developmental Minister, I’m also concerned about how the whole campus
works.
3. Tell us your opinion of these spaces:
a. Worship Space including the Lobby: The current Sanctuary works nicely as a monastic chapel. This is in
no way intended as a put-down - but I believe that UUCLC needs a larger, more flexible, more accessible
and hospitable worship space. In my opinion, it needs different dimensions (length and width more
nearly the same, for example, rather than the current long, narrow space). It needs a good, roomy, and
accessible raised platform. Aisles need to be wider, and there should be more of them, to make it easier
for people to enter the space, or quietly exit it. There needs to be more of a transitional space in the
back of the sanctuary, and more space for wheelchairs. Chairs should be comfortable and easily
moveable, to accommodate different styles of worship.
b. Roundtable Space: Current library space has Standing Room only many Sundays. Current sanctuary is
larger, but is structured for lectures rather than “round table” discussions. The Roundtable group is too
large for chairs to be arranged in a circle, but a room where semi-circular seating is possible would
better help the Roundtable live up to its name.
c. Religious Education space: The Great Room, as the largest multi-purpose gathering space on the
campus, is much too small to accommodate the current congregation, let alone a hoped-for expanded
one. The Kitchen is extremely inadequate; what the church needs is a good commercial kitchen with
lots of counter space and hyper-efficient dishwashers that wash and sanitize dishes in 5 minutes.
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d. Adult Enrichment class space: The Library is the only space that comes even close to being large or
comfortable enough to accommodate adult classes. And it, unfortunately, is a pass-through space,
which makes confidential sharing difficult. It would be helpful to have several class/meeting rooms
dedicated to adult classes and meetings.
e. Meeting Space: Please see answer to sub-question d.
f.

Office Work Space: Current spaces are light-filled and pleasant. But their arrangement needs
improvement. For example:
1)

The Administrator needs her/his own office, rather than to work in the Reception area. The
confidentiality of financial records is jeopardized in the current arrangement, and the
Administrator is constantly interrupted.

2)

Office spaces aren’t contiguous, and in one case (the DRE’s office) are separated by a public space
(the Library). At times, staff members can’t use the rest room without interrupting a meeting.

3)

There is no dedicated work space for church officers or volunteers.

4)

People coming to see the Minister either have to go through the Reception area, with loss of
privacy, or come through the difficult-to-access back door of the minister’s study.

g. Facilities Work Space: Other employees and volunteers are in a better position to answer this one.
h. Outdoor space: The property is not sufficiently enclosed to keep children safe, and it needs more
shade. My visions for UUCLC’s land is that it will be developed in such a way as to be beautiful,
welcoming, ecologically viable, and an asset to the surrounding neighborhood as well as to the church
community.
i.

Other activities spaces: The Minister’s Study in its current form is spacious and pleasant. It needs a
small coat/robe closet, a real desk, closed storage cabinets, and filing cabinets not shared with other
users.

j.

Complete this thought: This church would be perfect if we had space that could be used
for…meditation, community forums and performances, community gardening, and feeding people (i.e. a
good kitchen).
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